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Now

take a breath – things are
about to speed up. We call it silly season
for a reason; more socialising, more
indulging, plus time really does fly by as
our ‘to do’ lists bulge! The crew at haven
has put in the hard yards, researching
awesome tips and tools to help you catch
your breath - before things get wild in our
typically busy season.
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Revive, recharge, renew and take some
lush tips on de-loading the ‘busy’ in your
lives and letting go, so you can enjoy the
buzz of year-end. For those of you with adventurous spirits dig in for
some rad ideas on day trips with the family or make it a weekend away if
you can afford the splurge. There is no greater gift for our children than
our time.

28

Speaking of adventure what a thrill it was to rock the cover with
Dreamworld’s tiger cub – they say don’t work with children or animals,
well we had a blast and I hope you love our latest cover and tiger tales
from haven’s junior reporter!
Now I can’t wrap this issue without a final brag about my
interview with Hugh. Yes, Hugh Jackman. What a superstar
– but what a funny, kind, down to earth bloke. Do you
remember when a boy (or girl) you admired from
afar spoke to you for the first time … (insert
JOIN US AT
mouth wide open and fist pump in the air!!)…
OUR NEXT HAVEN
Well that was me, after I hung up the
BUSINESS HUB
Get major confident in public
phone with Hugh. Yes Hugh Jackman.
speaking with Moyra Major plus
We spoke about Pan, his latest movie
we introduce a Q&A panel of
(which is fantastic by the way) and
mamas and dads rocking their
you can read more in this issue.
businesses. Bookings are required

Keeley

editor@havenmagazine.com.au
www.havenmagazine.com.au
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so follow the links online.
We hope to see
you there!

Happy days!

Connect with us…
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Fax: 07 5610 2035

www.motivatedmums.com.au

No part of this work may be reproduced or copied in any form or by any means without the
written consent of the publisher.
Content in Haven for Families is for general information only and is not intended to be a
substitute for professional advice. The publisher, contributors and related parties are not
engaged in providing legal, financial or professional advice or services. Views expressed by
the contributors are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of Haven
for Families or the publisher. The publisher, contributors, editors and related parties are not
responsible in any way for the actions or results taken by any person, organisation or any
party on basis of reading information, stories or contributions in this publication, website or
related product.
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Contributors
Courtney Tuckett

FEATURES EDITOR

Courtney combines over 12 years’ experience in marketing management with publishing
expertise in national youth, lifestyle and corporate titles. Courtney has created highly
successful national and international brands across a broad range of industries but her two
best creations are her children, Mackenzie and Asher.
courtney@havenmagazine.com.au

Fe Taylor HEALTH & WELLBEING

Fe Taylor is the founder and director of the Children's Health and Wellbeing Expo. As a
fitness professional, Fe operates Fe Taylor Fitness and Leaps & Bounds Children's Fitness
Centre. Fe is mum to Tom and Jude.
www.childrensfitnesscentre.com.au l www.CompleteTransformation.com.au

Jane Whittred (Mrs Red)

ART PROJECTS

Jane has a Bachelor of Art under one arm, a PG Diploma of Education under the other, 3
children and a hubby in one hand & a mini farm in Gold Coast's hinterland in the other hand.
Jane owns Mrs Red's Art Room in Burleigh and is a passionate teacher to both children and
adults in visual art.
www.mrsredsartroom.com.au

Debbie Hogg LIFE SKILLS

Debbie is one of Australia's leading coaches, an ANZI Coach of the Year and the Pocket
Rocket Coach. She is passionate in helping women understand and manage their 'Inner and
Outer Balance'. Debbie is co-creator of social and emotional learning programs assisting
parents to teach children confidence, resilience and the importance of balance, and is mum
to two beautiful girls.
www.lifeskillsprograms.com.au l

Tanya Curtis

www.debbiehogg.com

BEHAVIOUR SPECIALIST, COUNSELLOR & FACILITATOR

Tanya founded Fabic (Functional Assessment & Behavioural Interventions Clinic) in 2006
with a vision to support people to understand and change unwanted behaviours. Tanya is an
author, writes and presents Behaviour Specialist DVDs, and has developed online behaviour
support programs.
www.fabic.com.au

Dr Jolanta Paszkiewicz

DOCTOR

Dr Jolanta is an integrative medical doctor with almost 20 years’ experience in treating
patients holistically. Her particular interests are hormonal problems, nutritional approach to
health, women’s and men’s health issues.
www.medsan.com.au

Georgia Harding FOOD/NATUROPATH

Georgia is a Naturopath (19 years exp.), mum, cookbook author and creator of The Well
Nourished Lunch Box Challenge. She shares her inspiring health advice and free, nourishing,
family friendly recipes on her popular website.
www.wellnourished.com.au.

Anthony Sherratt DADDY DIARIES

Anthony Sherratt is a full-time stay-at-home dad who juggles looking after his twin girls,
lecturing at university and contributing to a variety of websites and publications. He's finally
thankful for his insomnia.
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APP

Reviews

BOOK

TRAIN WITH TANYA

SUGAR FREE BAKING
CAROLYN HARTZ
The founder of SweetLife, Carolyn Hartz’
long-awaited cookbook, Sugar Free Baking, will have
your mouth watering and your tummy rumbling.
A collection of 60 sugar free and gluten free recipes,
beautifully photographed and easy to make, this book
shows you really can have your cake and eat it too.
Carolyn says, “Not only are my recipes free of white
sugar which we all know as everyday sugar, but each
recipe has absolutely no hidden sugars like honey,
agave or rice malt syrup either.” We got cooking in
the haven test kitchen and our li’l crew of pint-sized
sugar monsters declared this one a winner!
$29.95 from www.sweetlife.com.au.
Pssst! Check out www.havenmagazine.com.au this month
for a sneak peek at Carolyn’s vanilla layer cake recipe.

Movies
TOP AND TAIL YOUR MONTH WITH TWO
CHICK-FLICKS PERFECT FOR A GIRLS’
NIGHT OUT THIS OCTOBER:

THE INTERN (M)

Robert DeNiro. Anne Hathaway. Online
Fashion. Grab your popcorn and settle in
for The Intern. 70-year-old widower Ben
Whittaker (Robert DeNiro) has discovered
that retirement isn’t all it’s cracked up to
be. Seizing an opportunity to get back in
the game, he becomes a senior intern at
an online fashion site, founded and run by
Jules Ostin (Anne Hathaway). In cinemas
1 October.

APP

Recharge, revive and reshape your body without even leaving
home – with a 12 month fitness subscription for less than the
price of one PT session. How? Get the Train with Tanya app –
free to download, with two free workouts, the app offers a 3 or
12 month subscription with unlimited access to workouts – new
workouts are added every week so you’ll never get bored and
keep progressing. Burn up to an hour’s worth of calories in just
15 minutes, with Tanya’s unique blend of resistance and cardio,
to build a strong, lean and fit body. And no, you don’t need a
garage full of equipment – body weight exercises get maximum
results with zero equipment required.
Who is Tanya? A Fitness Instructor from the South Coast of NSW,
Tanya Poppett has gained popularity for her HIIT style bootcamps
and functional training. Down to earth, accessible, fun and
aspirational, her blog and social media (@achieving_balance)
have earned her a legion of online fitness fans. Get inspired and
recharge your body in time for summer.
Free from the App Store.

THE DRESSMAKER (CTC)

Based on the best-selling novel by Rosalie Ham,
The Dressmaker is a bittersweet, comedy-drama set
in early 1950s Australia. Kate Winslet stars as Tilly
Dunnage, a beautiful and talented misfit who returns
home to right the wrongs of the past after many years
working as a dressmaker in exclusive Parisian fashion
houses. Armed with her sewing machine and incredible
sense of style, she transforms the women of the town
and in doing so gets sweet revenge on those who did
her wrong. Liam Hemsworth plays pure-hearted Teddy,
Tilly’s love interest. In cinemas 29 October.
See an advance screening of The Dressmaker at Chicks
at the Flicks at BCC and Event Cinemas on Wednesday
21st October. Enjoy pre-film entertainment and lucky
door prizes plus a gift bag filled with goodies!
Tickets are on sale now at eventcinemas.com.au.

Australia’s largest

multi-sport & exercise

Now
on the
Gold Coast

program for preschoolers
aged 2.5–6 years
Classes available Monday–Saturday
Visit us online for locations & times in your area.

readysteadygokids.com.au 1300 766 892
FRANCHISE OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE
6
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A new film by NANCY MEYERS the writer and director of
SOMETHING’S GOTTA GIVE and IT’S COMPLICATED

5 sports covered
per term:
Soccer
Basketball
Hockey
AFL
Cricket

Tennis
Athletics
Rugby
Golf
T-ball

Ask for a
free trial

TheInternMovie.com.au

Infrequent coarse
language and
mature themes

In Cinemas Soon

RoadshowFilms

Roving review - Oddball the movie
ODDBALL (G) IS A TRUE STORY ABOUT AN

ECCENTRIC CHICKEN FARMER WHO, WITH THE
HELP OF HIS GRANDDAUGHTER, TRAINS HIS
MISCHIEVOUS DOG ODDBALL TO PROTECT
A WILD PENGUIN SANCTUARY FROM FOX
ATTACKS IN AN ATTEMPT TO REUNITE HIS
FAMILY AND SAVE THEIR SEASIDE TOWN.
With a cast of Aussie favourites including Shane
Jacobson, Sarah Snook and Deborah Mailman
along with a scene-stealing Maremma (Kai,
playing the part of Oddball) and some perfect
penguins, this is family fun for the big screen.
Producer Richard Keddie says, “Swampy is a
great Australian folk hero. Shane is the right
person to portray him because he has qualities
that are ‘Swampy’ qualities. He is an oddball,
he goes against the current, he’s a rebel, he’s
a man of the land, he understands and loves
animals and he has a huge soft heart. And
through his idea of saving the penguins, he also
learns to save his own family. It’s a warm and
wonderful story.”
Shane Jacobson says, “If someone told me
this story at a scriptwriters convention I´d
say, “Come on, people aren´t going to believe
this!” But it’s true! And it did revolutionise the
conservation practice of penguins. When I was

a kid growing up, the film that really connected
with my heart was Storm Boy. And for people
15 years younger than me, it would have been
Babe. But what I really love is that for my
children the film will be Oddball.”
HAVEN’S JUNIOR REPORTER, SIENNA
O’CONNOR (AGE 10), GOT A RED-CARPET
EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW WITH STAR SHANE
JACOBSON:

Is acting a fun career? Yes it is! I get to
pretend to be other people, play dress up, wear
makeup which sounds a bit crazy and be all
types of characters. Most importantly I get to
put smiles on people’s faces and entertain – it’s
the best job in the world!
Oddball seems like a very naughty dog in
the movie, is he like that in real life? No, Kai
is the real name of the dog, he is a very, very
good dog. Like most dogs they can all be a bit
naughty, as they like to run around. They may
even try to get out of their yard and run!

What was the funniest scene in the movie?
The very start of the movie, you are about to
see something about raw eggs and me! Let me
tell you a little secret – when you watch that
bit in the film, I had to do this scene 13 times!
I had to eat 13 raw eggs in a row. I had to be

The Courier-Mail presents
QUEENSLAND SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA’S

KIDDIES CUSHION CONCERT

careful not to go by an open fire as it would
have cooked the eggs or I would have had a
cooked quiche in my guts!

Do you have any advice for kids wanting to
become actors? Dare to dream and have fun
doing it! Don’t be afraid to try anything (as long
as it’s okay with mum and dad!).
For the full interview and video, check out
www.havenmagazine.com.au.

You won’t feel
so far away.
JourneyTree shares so many moments of their day.

SYMPHONIC
SANTA

FREE

photo
JourneyBook
for parents

A fun packed morning of music, dance and song!
It just wouldn’t be Christmas without QSO’s musical
tribute to the festive season.

19-21 NOV 9.30AM & 11AM
The Courier-Mail Piazza, South Bank Parklands

BOOKINGS qso.com.au/family
*A $3 transaction fee applies (under 18 months free)
Proudly supported by South Bank Parklands

Every step counts.
ALL
TICKETS
$16*

JourneyTree is a groundbreaking, secure, digital app
for all your communication, images and observations
from your child care centre.
With unmatched security, privacy and feedback with
your educators, it’s the closest thing to being there.
Ask your centre today.

1300 MY JOURNEY (1300 695 687)

journeytree.com.au
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News…
COLOUR YOUR WORLD

GHOST RIDE
Get your ghoul on this month for Halloween!
Dress up as your favourite character and
board the vintage carriages for a spooktastic night-time steam train journey around
Brisbane. Departing from Roma Street station,
the ride lasts an hour and kids under 3 are
free if they sit on your knee!
WHEN:

Saturday 31 October

WHERE: Departs and returns to
Roma Street Station
TICKETS: $91 for a family of 4,
$28 for adults,
$19 for kids under 15
More: www.theworkshops.qtix.com.au

Not into the Colour Run? Want something
more family friendly that even the littlest kids
can do? Embrace their love of vibrant colour
and get into SpringFlare, Australia’s largest
colour festival. Check out the all-Australian
musical line-up, including The Delta Riggs,
Paces and Jackie Onassis. There are colour
throws every hour – douse yourself in
rainbow brights as (flour-based, non-toxic,
environmentally friendly) coloured powder
rains down in sync with the tunes. This is an
all-ages, alcohol-free event with food and
drinks available from local vendors. And kids
under 12 are FREE if accompanied by an
adult. Live a colourful life this month – get
into SpringFlare.
WHAT:

SpringFlare –
The Festival of Colours

WHEN:

12.30pm – 5.30pm,
Saturday 10 October

WHERE: Forgan Smith Lawn,
University of Queensland, St Lucia
TICKETS: Tickets start at $29.60, and ticket
+ colour packs are available.
Kids under 12 are FREE if 		
accompanied by a grown-up.
More: www.springflare.com

FREEl

Initia n
tio
Consulta

HOW MUCH IS THAT PUPPY IN THE … POD?
In an Australian first, Animal Welfare League
QLD (AWLQ) recently launched their unique Pet
Pods – bringing every single one of their shelter
animals to a shopping centre near you. A digital
catalogue of animals available for adoption
streamed live to view and interact with, AWLQ
hopes the Pet Pods will encourage people to
consider adopting from a shelter.
“Giving shoppers the opportunity to view every
single homeless pet in real time will see an
increase of enquiries and adoptions daily which
will bring AWLQ closer to our target of rehoming 10,000 animals in 2015,” says Brooke
Whitney, Communications Manager.
In 2014 AWLQ re-homed 7164 animals from
their re-homing centres in Brisbane, Ipswich,
Beenleigh and on the Gold Coast.

PET PODS CAN BE FOUND AT
Westfield Carindale Upper + Lower
Westfield Mount Gravatt
Nerang Mall
The Pines Shopping Centre Elanora
Harbour Town
Pacific Fair

ORTHODONTIC TREATMENT
FOR ALL AGES

Dr Scott McNab BDSc (Qld), MDSc (Ortho) (Qld), Dento-maxillofacial Radiography (Qld)
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haven loves…

HAPPINESS PLACE
Happiness Place in Paddington, Brisbane
is a homewares and gift store dedicated
to all things bright and beautiful. A
shopper's delight!

Shop it!

In store –
181 Latrobe Terrace, Paddington
Online – www.happinessplace.com.au
@happinessplace

MOOCHIES
An ideal first mobile for children. This
phone watch can be used as a twoway communication device, functions
as a watch, has GPS tracking, a SOS
button, and allows 2 pre-installed
contact numbers that the device can
communicate with.

Shop it! RRP $119.99

Online – www.moochiesforkids.com

MINDFULNESS
FLOURISH BOX
These gorgeous Flourish Boxes provide
carefully curated products to help soothe
your mind and soul. The Mindfulness
Flourish Box will guide you to calm,
refocus and thrive.

Shop it! RRP $80

Online –
www.flourishingmindscollective.com
@flourishmindco

WYSE LIFESTYLE
Australian made label wYse designs
stylish and comfortable garments
using natural fibres. The super soft and
breathable fabric is derived from the
pulp of Beechwood trees, which is not
only great for travelling but also ensures
the entire range is sustainable!
Our pick? The Abby dress!

Shop it!

RRP $189
Online – www.wyselifestyle.com.au
@wyselifestyle

MAKEUP BAG
This Sunny Jim make-up bag is
supremely stylish with its bold
monochrome design, has handy inside
pockets, is fully lined and makes the
perfect travel accessory!

Shop it!

RRP $24.95
Online – www.sunnyjim.com.au
@sunnyjimauz

TIMBER CRATES
Rustic, raw timber crates will bring
warmth and character to any space.
Suitable for a stylish lounge room to hold
a multitude of magazines, or in a child’s
bedroom to wrangle those runaway soft
toys and books!

Shop it!

RRP $99
Online – www.willowandwood.com.au
@willowandwood
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Life skills

The Magic of Gifting
to ‘SELF’

Words: Debbie Hogg

THE EMERGENCY PROCEDURES ON AN AIRCRAFT INSTRUCT US TO PUT
OUR OWN OXYGEN MASK ON FIRST BEFORE HELPING ANYONE ELSE.
THE REASON IS, SO WE CAN BE OUR BEST. IF WE HELPED OTHERS PUT
THEIR MASKS ON FIRST AND IT BECAME TOO LATE FOR OURS, WHERE
WOULD WE BE? WHERE WOULD OUR CHILDREN OR THOSE WE HELPED
BE WITHOUT US? IRONICALLY, IT’S THE SAME IN LIFE; IF WE LOOKED

“Sometimes you need to be alone in order to
reflect on life. Take time out to take care of
yourself. You deserve it.” ROBERT TEW

AFTER OURSELVES FIRST WHAT DIFFERENCE COULD IT MAKE?
For generations females have been unconsciously and consciously
conditioned to care more for others than for self. We have witnessed this
model over time through our mothers and grandmothers, putting others’
needs before our own. Entering into a partnership/marriage will be the first
place this unconsciously plays out. We want to please (a natural human
trait) and this can often be to the detriment of ‘SELF’. The power of this
thinking automatically drives our behaviour, like being on automatic pilot.
The more we do it the harder it is to speak up or do something different to
change the pattern. By operating from this place we are not serving our
partner, children, work colleagues, boss, or most importantly ourselves.
When we look after ourselves first we are stronger, clearer, more confident,
sharper, more focused and get better results. Therefore, in getting better
results and coming from a place of empowerment and self-belief, the ripple
effort is noticeable and impacting. Shift Happens.
In the 1950’s it was called ‘The Burnt Chop Syndrome’ and in 2015 we are
still working this model. The more we continue this behaviour, the more
we give away our power. When we do more for others than for ourselves
we might feel disappointed, uncomfortable or cheated because deep down
we know something is missing. The more we make this choice the more
likelihood we have of getting sick. These negative feelings may manifest,
causing our body to slide into dis-ease.
10
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Can we stop our behaviour? Yes! All thoughts can be turned around,
therefore shifting behaviour. “Thoughts become Things”. Ask ourselves
what it is we truly want for ourselves? When we start giving to self our
vibrational energy increases and things immediately start feeling brighter.
This shift has been documented in movies/documentaries such as The Shift
(Dr Wayne Dyer), The Secret, What the Bleep etc.
The benefits to spending time on self are improved relationships, better
health and well-being, clarity, increased positivity, fresh outcomes, better
role-modelling, more time, opportunities, peace and much more.
TIME OUT FOR ‘SELF’ POSSIBILITIES:
• Take up an interest, prioritise the fulfilling, creative ‘stuff’ that often gets
pushed aside
• Learn an instrument
• Get out in the garden
• Spend time with the children
• Start an exercise routine
• Listen to inspirational speakers on Youtube/TEDx Talks/Podcasts
• Begin a course
• Take an inspirational retreat

Find us on Facebook or
visit pacificfair.com.au

“Self-care is never a selfish act it is simply good stewardship of the
only gift I have, the gift I was put
on earth to offer to others.”
PARKER PALMER

• Join a walking/dancing/drawing club
• Take an overseas holiday
• See movies
• Do yoga, Pilates, Tai Chi - anything to the slow the mind
• Bush walk, beach walk, walk the dog
• Start a business if this is a passion
• Read a book
• Eat healthier foods, cut out sugar
• Spend time reflecting in a hammock
• Meditate regularly - calm all chaos
• Be with the children creating interesting discussions
• Cook/bake delicious and healthy supplies for the week
• Gift ‘self’ regular weekends away alone or with friends
• Reconnect intimately with our partner letting them know how much

Little Paccas.
Lots of fun
for everyone

they mean to us
• Practise saying ‘NO’. Remember, when we say yes, what are we saying
no to?
• Unplug from social media - gift the time to ‘self’.
Calvin & Hobbs are quoted as saying, “We’re so busy watching out for
what’s just ahead of us that we don’t take time to enjoy where we are.”
This tends to be true with the busy choices we make today. The choice
to have something different is easy, because we can say to ourselves, “if
it’s going to be, it’s up to me.” We have the power within us to make it
different. So, if this is something that we want, then we can change it with

Little Paccas exclusive kids club is
great fun for little ones, with special
shows, events and offers.
To find out how you can join,
visit pacificfair.com.au

one choice.
I dedicate this article and its message to Dr Wayne Dyer who passed away 31
August 2015. Wayne Dyer has been a massive influence in my growth in the
personal development arena and his words are shining through above. We are
our thoughts, we are our behaviour.

“Change Your Thinking,
Change Your World.”
Dr Wayne Dyer RIP 1940-2015

www.debbiehogg.com
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Tiger
Tales
Interview: Sienna O’Connor, aged 10
DREAMWORLD’S FIRST CUB TO BE BORN AT
THE PARK IN SEVEN YEARS, KAI HAS MADE
A BIG IMPRESSION ON OUR HAVEN JUNIOR
REPORTER. ESPECIALLY SINCE HE ROCKED
OUR LATEST COVER SHOOT LIKE A TRUE
SUPERMODEL! KAI IS OFFSPRING TO RESIDENT
NINE-YEAR-OLD FEMALE TIGER, NIKA, AND
11-YEAR-OLD MALE TIGER, RAJA COMING INTO
THIS WORLD ON 25 JULY WEIGHING 1.2KG.

Do you have a bond with this little tiger cub,
Kai?
Sort of, he knows who I am and enjoys hanging
out with me; he gets in trouble with me though
too!

Have you gone to a tiger’s natural habitat to
see them in the wild?
I have. I have seen tigers in India and I have been
to Nepal too.

Our haven junior reporter sat down with Patrick
Martin-Vegue, Manager of Dreamworld Tiger
Island to find out more tiger tales.

What do tigers eat each day?

How long have you been training tigers at
Dreamworld?

How long do the tiger cubs have to be
bottle-fed?

Twenty years – I brought some of the tigers from
California and opened Tiger Island.

Tell me how you got such a cool job as a
tiger trainer?
I submitted proposals to many places around
the world, asking different parks and attractions
if they were interested in creating a tiger island
and Dreamworld said yes. I had been working
at Marine World (which is now Six Flags in
California) previously for 15 years.

Do you train any other animals?
Here I work with cougars and in California I
worked with elephants, giraffes, tigers and lions.

These guys eat meat and Kai eats a formula
made for tiger cubs.

Kai will have a bottle for six months and as he
gets older, he’ll eat more meat and less milk.

Do the tigers need lots of exercise?
They don’t need a lot of exercise, but they do
need some – they need to be mentally active
and working things out for themselves. They
actually sleep 16-18 hours per day.

How old is the tiger cub?

Call for your free
Six weeks.
How longtrial
will itnow!
take for the tiger to be fully
grown? 07 5535 8640
Two and half to three years.

Do they stay with their pack for the rest of
their lives?
No, in the wild their mum would give birth to
them and then would chase them off after about
two and a half years so they could find their own
territory.

How would you describe Kai’s personality?
He is pretty adventurous and wants to play,
check things out. He has cruised around a lot
and runs around everywhere now. He isn’t very
shy.

What type of tiger is Kai?
Generic tiger – he doesn’t have one strict
regional background. His mum was Siberian and
dad is Sumatran.

What are some other interesting facts about
Kai?
Kai has had a big week playing with other tigers
and doing his cub display meeting people. He
also had his vaccination this week.
Dreamworld guests can see the Kai the tiger
cub every day from 10am to 5pm at Tiger Island.
For the latest cub news and exclusive vision and
images sign up to Dreamworld’s online ‘Cub Club’.
Or for more information on VIP Tiger Cub
Experience visit dreamworld.com.au

Free
uniform with every
12 week membership
purchased.*
*new enrolments only

Build confidence, coordination & a sense of
belonging through imaginative play.
We’re not just about soccer!

12

Voted By parents as the
Best actiVity in australia
for 3 years running

BOOK A FREE TRIAL (07) 5535 8640
goldcoast@littlekickers.com.au

Fun soccer classes for boys & girls aged 18 months to 7 years

www.littlekickers.com.au

Weekly soccer classes • Kindy programs • Soccer Camps • Birthday Parties
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giveaways
YOU HAVE TO BE IN IT TO WIN IT! ENTER ONLINE TODAY!

12 SESSION PACKAGE AT HYPOXI
HOPE ISLAND

One winner will receive this amazing beach
essentials kit in the colourway pictured.

The most advanced exercise method for
targeted fat burning. The HYPOXI method
targets undesired fat deposits through the
unique combination of alternating pressure
therapy and moderate fat burning activity.
Alternating high and low pressure activates
the tissue in those areas of the body where
stubborn fat is located. The change in
pressure effectively stimulates blood flow and
accelerates the transport of fatty acids from
these regions. We have a 12 session package
to give away to one lucky reader!

www.bluebungalow.com.au

www.hypoxi.com.au

BLUE BUNGALOW BEACH ESSENTIALS KIT
Blue Bungalow’s beach essentials kit starts
your holiday off on the right foot! The package
includes a fabulous but fuss-free kaftan, sun
savvy fedora, pop-colour carry all tote and a
Blue Bungalow staple; the tassel necklace.

Win it! RRP $149

$100 GIFT
VOUCHER AT
LYCORNE

Win it!

RRP $690

$100 GIFT VOUCHER AT MAMÁYBEBÉ

With quality as a top priority, Lycorne label
aims to provide comfortable and elegant
wear for girls and boys aged 3 to 12 years.
The label is inspired by authentic fashion in
the French tradition mixing experience and
modernity.
One lucky reader will have the pleasure of
spending a $100 voucher this coming season
at Lycorne.

Win it! RRP $100
www.lycorne.com.au

Mamáybebé sleepwear is designed for women
who love to sleep or stay in comfy, stylish
and affordable pyjamas all day long.
Mamáybebé’s women’s pyjama range will
make you feel relaxed, comfy and beautiful.
Choose from a beautiful range of women’s
sleepwear, maternity sleepwear and
breastfeeding pyjamas.
One lucky reader will love shopping up a storm
with a $100 voucher at Mamáybebé.

Win it! RRP $100

www.mamaybebe.com.au

KIDS FIRST AID COURSE DOUBLE PASS
Kids First Aid offers the only first aid
courses delivered exclusively by experienced
paramedics. Each 3 hour course is designed
to teach parents and caregivers how to
respond calmly and confidently to 10 of the
most common first aid emergency situations
involving children.
We’re giving away a double pass to a Kids
First Aid Course of your choosing!

Win it! RRP $170

www.kidsfirstaid.com.au

1 OF 10 MESOESTETIC MEDICAL
FACIAL PEELS
Enjoy a safe and non-invasive treatment that
is perfect for smoothing, retexturing and
clarifying skin. Scientifically formulated the
combination of different acid types allows
varying degrees of exfoliation, stimulation of
collagen and elastin, improved hydration and
can treat lines, wrinkles, sun damage, age
spots, pigmentation and acne scars.
We’re giving ten people a
Mesoestetic Medical Facial Peel
valued at $90 each!

Win it! RRP $90 each

www.iplasticsurgeon.com.au

For your chance to win please register online at www.havenmagazine.com.au and follow the link to WIN! Click on the prize you
would like to win and complete the entry form online to enter. Only winners will be notified and entries close on 20 October 2015.
Good luck! Entrants' details may be shared with giveaway sponsor.
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Deload
Your Life
ULTRA
CHLORINE
RESISTANT

10% OFF

FOR HAVEN READERS
Use code: Haven10
Order online at www.platypusaustralia.com

Words: Courtney Tuckett
BURNING THE CANDLE AT BOTH ENDS AND DON’T THINK YOU’LL MAKE
IT TO CHRISTMAS? THIS TIME OF YEAR CAN BE HARD TO SUSTAIN YOUR
‘PUFF’ – YOU’RE TIRED, WORK IS RELENTLESS, THE CLOSEST YOU’LL
GET TO A HOLIDAY SEEMS TO BE YOUR SCREENSAVER OF A TROPICAL
GETAWAY, AND THE PRESSURE OF PLANNING CHRISTMAS, END OF
SCHOOL YEAR AND ACHIEVING THIS YEAR’S GOALS IS BUILDING AS THE
CLOCK KEEPS TICKING.
Revive, recharge and renew by deloading your life. Commonly used in
fitness and weight training, a deload week is a strategic, planned break
from the volume and intensity of training. Apply it to your life – and give
yourself and your family a break – with a short recovery period to give you
all the boost you need to make it to the 2015 finish line.
HERE’S HOW:
Exercise Restraint
If your daily runs, swims or gym sessions are starting to feel like work
instead of reward, take it down a notch. Swap your run for a beach walk,
ditch black line fever for a stand-up paddle sesh, and swap weights for yoga
or Pilates. Be kind to your body – and encourage the kids to do the same.
October is typically a ‘tag-team’ month, where some winter sports overlap
with summer commitments, resulting in wiped-out kids. Taking a planned
break from physical activity – without slobbing on the couch – can reignite
the fire, restore your muscles and help you come back faster and stronger
than ever.
Rest Easy
It’s getting lighter earlier, but we’re not quite at the crazy-o’clock sunrises
of summer yet. Make it a priority to get to bed early for just one week, for
the whole family. Turn off the TV, dim the lights an hour before bedtime,
silence the screens and choose PJs over parties. Try to rise with the sun
rather than an alarm, and if you can get outside for 30 minutes in the
morning you’ll start your day right. A beach dip, a neighbourhood walk, a
bike ride to the corner store? Just get up and out.
Cancel the Calendar
For one week, cancel your commitments (or as many as you can).
Extracurricular activities, unnecessary meetings, projects that have a little
flexibility to move to next week – pre-plan to give yourself a free diary this
week (or at least a few dedicated blocks of free time). Say no to social
engagements you’re not over the moon about and strictly guard your
downtime. There is no greater luxury for a parent than a free day – mark
time in your calendar and enjoy, free from distractions and deadlines.
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Deload to recover and
recharge – drop the
guilt and lush it up!
Get a Service
You service your car, update your iPhone, upgrade your subscriptions
and get regular dental, skincare and health checks. But how often do you
actually get a preventative ‘service’? It’s all too common to go, go, go,
and only seek attention for our ‘engine’ when we start to break down.
Injury, exhaustion, anxiety – sound familiar? But we keep soldiering on
because ‘maintenance’ isn’t our priority when deadlines are crushing,
lunchboxes need making and that laundry basket never empties. Your
deload week is the time to take care of you. Booking an appointment
with a physio to check your posture, or a personal trainer to assess
your technique, even a therapist to help explore that nagging anxiety
or relationship worry can pay massive dividends. Fix a problem before
it escalates and you’ll be able to keep firing long after deload week is a
distant memory!
Nourish Yourself
Spend one weekend afternoon prepping meals for the week ahead. Yes,
it seems like a big investment at the time to spend your Sunday in the
kitchen, but when you’re late from work, the kids’ training runs over or
you simply don’t have the energy to cook mid-week, you’ll love having a
healthy, whole-food ready-meal in the fridge. You’re not exercising hard
this week, but don’t fall off the bandwagon completely. Deload does not
mean ditch the diet. Choose foods that truly nourish you, listen to your
body and plan for the fam to eat together, talk together and share. It’s
only one week, but it’s an investment in your health and your family time.
Treat Yo’self
Give yourself a little goodie that will make you feel special, rewarded and
refreshed. A facial, a massage, a morning meditation without the kids,
a trashy magazine, a hot bath, a new pair of shoes, lunch with friends,
movie night, a coffee date with one of the most decadent, delicious, oozy
treats on Insta to give your tastebuds a lift.
Choose your poison and indulge unashamedly. The point of your deload is
to recover and recharge – so drop the guilt and lush it up.
October is the perfect time to take a planned break from the hustle and
bustle, and give your whole family back their ‘pep’, just in time for the end
of year countdown. Taking a little time to deload your life and recharge
can have you firing back better than ever, with a fresh spring in your step.
Try it!

RECHARGE AT

ONE SPA
60 MINUTE DURATION
RECHARGE THE BODY
FROM EVERY DAY STRESS!
Commence your treatment with a
15 minute Hydroswisse Shower which utilises
powerful shower jets aimed directly at the body
to stimulate the body's circulatory systems.
Next, be indulged with a back exfoliation using
Pure Fiji's Organic Sugar Scrub followed by a
full body coconut oil massage leaving you feeling
restored and rejuvenated.

$98 FOR AUTO CLUB MEMBERS
$108 FOR NON MEMBERS
One Spa - RACV Royal Pines Resort
Ross Street, Benowa, QLD. 4217
T: 07 5597 8446
E: royalpines_onespa@racv.com.au

Valid to 30 November 2015. Subject to availability.
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Health & wellbeing

Better Balance
Words: Fe Taylor

Meditation provides clarity, and
makes me a better decision maker too
AT AGE 17, WHILE IN YEAR 12 AT A CATHOLIC COLLEGE I
EXPERIENCED MEDITATION FOR THE FIRST TIME. WE WERE
SENT OUT INTO THE WORLD TO DISCOVER AND RESEARCH
ANOTHER RELIGION. I CHOSE BUDDHISM.

- one on one - not symbolic ritual. So they developed yoga. Yoga means
“union” in Sanskrit, the classical language of India. So when attending a
yoga class you will notice the ritual of moving from pose to pose. The more
you attend, the more you understand the flow.

And while I had grown up praying, it was completely different to the
stillness I experienced in meditation. Learning to meditate calmed me
completely and I had a real feeling of connection to myself and the
universe. But life got busy and instead of furthering my meditation
practices I took on a fast paced life of uni and work and socialising and
didn’t rediscover calming the mind until I was pregnant with son number
one.

The benefits of yoga are well documented. Everything from easing
back pain and muscle aches, to improving immunity and digestion,
soothing stress, improving muscle tone, flexibility, strength and stamina,
concentration and creativity, creating sense of well being and calm and
everything in between!

I find that through meditation I am able to take time to truly breathe
deeply, and slow down the thoughts that run consistently. This provides me
with the clarity I am seeking, and makes me a better decision maker too.
Learning to meditate can take some time and definitely practice. As a
beginner I loved guided meditation. These are readily available by listening
to a podcast, YouTube or CD recording. There are also a number of apps,
my favourites include Buddhify and Omvana. Another great app is Smiling
Mind – which is great for kids from seven years to adults. Smiling Mind’s
goal is to spread the practice of mindful meditation among young people
to fight depression, anxiety, and alleviate symptoms of physical and mental
stress. The app’s creators also hope to start young people in meditation so
they can develop a lifelong practice. It’s a great app to get the whole family
involved.
The other side to Better Balance is yoga. And no, I don’t mean balancing in
Tree Pose. I mean the ancient practice of yoga. Developed in India, yoga
is a spiritual practice that has been evolving for the last 5,000 years or so.
The original yogis were reacting, in part, to India’s ancient Vedic religion,
which emphasised rituals. The yogis wanted a direct spiritual experience
16
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As a Fitness Professional I have included a number of yoga stretches
and poses in my clients’ warm down, ensuring maximum flexibility and
lengthening of the muscles.
I am mostly an at-home yogi with my mat close by under the couch. Again
I have used many podcasts and apps for the convenience of the at home
workout. My favourite apps are Yoga Studio and Pocket Yoga.
When I do take my mat out, I head to Bikram or Hot Yoga. It’s not for
everyone but I do love the deep stretch that comes from working harder
in the heated environment – and of course with the combination of the
heat and poses, the detox benefits are well documented too. Or if I need a
more intuitive and restorative form of yoga, then I am off to STM – Stillness
Through Movement in Burleigh Heads with Tracy Whitton for energy
balance, hormonal balance or her deep rest classes.
If you are new to either meditation or yoga then I recommend seeing what
is available. Find what resonates with you either locally or online. Starting
with just a few minutes each day and building up both practices will help to
deliver some of the benefits I have mentioned. And if you are an ex- yogi
then I suggest you get back to your mat!

Benefits of Balance
Words: Courtney Tuckett

GETTING YOUR ‘OM’ ON IS NOT JUST GOOD FOR
YOUR MENTAL HEALTH. THE PHYSICAL STRETCH,
THE MUSCLE RELEASE, ACTIVATING MUSCLES THAT
ARE UNDER-USED IN DAILY LIFE (ESPECIALLY THE
POSTERIOR CHAIN, AND ESPECIALLY FOR DESKJOCKEYS – ALL THAT SITTING IS BAD FOR OUR
HEALTH!) … CHECK OUT OUR TOP 5 HAVEN FAVE
BENEFITS OF REGULARLY ROLLING OUT THE MAT:
1. Improves flexibility – even if you can’t bust out a wheel or
snap into the splits, yoga is great for really stretching those
muscles. Perfect for mums-to-be, whose centre of balance
is challenged the bigger baby grows. Perfect for new mums,
whose posture takes a beating with all that baby-carrying,
rocking, and feeding. Perfect for all mums, who need a little
‘me’ time to shake out the tense shoulders and jaw grinding a
day juggling kids, life and work can bring. Perfect for runners,
who can face tight glutes and hamstrings. In fact, it’s pretty
perfect for everyone.
2. Boosts muscle strength – if you think yoga doesn’t build
muscles, just do a Google or Insta search and check out the
finely honed physiques of yoga devotees. It takes serious leg,
core and back strength, and you get the benefit of muscle
strength with flexibility.
3. Boosts (and relaxes) energy – need an energy boost?
Some inverted poses are just the thing for you. Need to chill
and relax? Yoga can help support better sleep, and savasana
(corpse pose) and child’s pose bring peace, calmer breathing
and a relaxed mind and body.
4. Improves balance – as we age, our balance gets a little
wonky. Yoga builds body awareness and balance.
5. Lowers cortisol – yoga has been found to lower cortisol,
the stress hormone. Sustained high levels of cortisol can lead
to adrenal fatigue (and cortisol is the hormone linked to belly
fat). Lowered stress and leaner torso? We’ll ‘om’ to that.
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October

ALL OF
OCT
WINTER WHALE WATCHING
7.30am, 9am, 11am & 2.30pm
Gold Coast & Brisbane
www.whalesinparadise.com.au

NOW – 2 OCT

ON
NOW

PACIFIC FAIR SCHOOL HOLIDAY
ENTERTAINMENT KIDS IN THE COOKHOUSE, PINEAPPLE
MAGNET CREATIONS & FRUITY FUN TOTE BAGS
Pacific Fair Shopping Centre, Hooker Blvd, Broadbeach
www.pacificfair.com.au
LAH-LAH LIVE IN CONCERT 10am, 12pm & 2pm
QPAC, Cremorne Theatre, Cnr Grey &
Melbourne St’s, South Bank
www.qpac.com.au
MINION MANIA 10am – 1pm
Skygate, The Village Markets, Airport Dr,
Brisbane Airport
www.skygate.com.au

BEN & JERRY’S OPENAIR CINEMAS
Rainforest Green, Stanley St, South Bank
www.openaircinemas.com.au

THE GRUFFALO’S CHILD 10am, 12pm & 3pm
QPAC, Playhouse, Cnr Grey St & Melbourne St,
South Bank
www.qpac.com.au

NOW – 4 OCT

WALKING WITH DINOSAURS
Paradise Centre, Cnr Cavill Ave &
Surfers Paradise Blvd, Surfers Paradise
www.paradisecentre.net.au
THE GREAT MOSCOW CIRCUS
Broadwater Parklands, Marine Pde, Southport
www.thegreatmoscowcircus.com.au

NOW – 5 OCT

SPRING SCHOOL HOLIDAY FUN 9.30am – 4pm
The Workshops Rail Museum, North St, North Ipswich
www.theworkshops.qm.qld.gov.au
2015 GLITTER FESTIVAL
Various locations, Gold Coast
www.theartscentregc.com.au
DINOSAUR DISCOVERY –
LOST CREATURES OF THE CRETACEOUS
QLD Museum, Level 3, Touring Exhibition Gallery, Cnr
Grey & Melbourne St’s, South Bank
www.qm.qld.gov.au
SWAGS AND SWAMP RATS
GOMA, Children’s Art Centre, Stanley Pl, South Bank
www.qagoma.qld.gov.au

KIDS AT THE FARM 9.30am – 11.30am
The Farm Stall, 529 Cudgen Rd, Cudgen
www.mumzbuzz.com.au

MONSTER JAM 7pm
QSAC, Kessels Rd, Nathan
www.monsterjamonline.com.au

JO-KIN BATTLES THE IT BOOK LAUNCH 10.30am
Logan North Library, 2-6 Sports Dr, Underwood
www.karentyrrell.com

BRISBANE LEGO FAN EXPO 2015
Sleeman’s Complex, Chandler Arena,
Old Cleveland Rd, Chandler
www.brisbricks.org

SANCTUARY COVE FESTIVAL 10am – 6pm
The Marine Village, Sanctuary Cove
www.sanctuarycove.com

1

FREE COMMUNITY TALK –
UNDERSTANDING ANGER RELATED BEHAVIOURS
6.30pm – 7.30pm
Fabic, Suite 34 Worongary Town Centre,
1 Mudgeeraba Rd, Worongary
www.fabic.com.au

1 – 4 OCT

INTO THE WOODS 1pm, 2pm, 6.30pm & 7.30pm
QPAC, Concert Hall, Cnr Grey & Melbourne St’s,
South Bank
www.qpac.com.au
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11

STEAM TRAIN SUNDAY 10.15am & 11.40am
Roma Street Station, Roma St, Brisbane City
www.theworkshops.qm.qld.gov.au

TODDLER TUESDAY (every Tuesday)
10am – 10.45am & 11am – 11.45am
Queensland Art Gallery, GOMA, Stanley Pl,
South Bank
www.qagoma.qld.gov.au

6

6, 13 + 20 OCT

3 WEEK WORKSHOP – CHANGING BEHAVIOUR
6pm – 8pm
Fabic, Suite 34 Worongary Town Centre,
1 Mudgeeraba Rd, Worongary
www.fabic.com.au

NOW – 11 OCT

ART ON THE WILD SIDE
GOMA, Children’s Art Centre, Stanley Pl,
South Bank
www.qagoma.qld.gov.au

10

DINNER & DISCO @ DOODLEBUGS INDOOR
PLAY & PARTY CENTRE 5pm – 8pm
Doodlebugs, 6/54 Paradise Ave, Miami
www.doodlebugs.com.au

3 – 5 OCT

4

9

GET TO KNOW YOUR SLOW COOKER
10.30am – 12pm
Elanora Branch Library, The Pines Shopping
Centre, Guineas Creek Rd, Elanora
www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au

2 OCT – 15 NOV

3

NOW – 3 OCT

2

SCHOOL HOLIDAY
KAYAKING EXPERIENCE
9.30am – 11.30am
Hastings Point Inlet, Hastings Point
www.mumzbuzz.com.au

1 DAY WORKSHOP –
CHANGING BEHAVIOUR
9am – 3pm
Broncos League Club,
Darcy Mitchell Room,
98 Fulcher Rd, Red Hill
www.fabic.com.au

7 – 11 OCT

7
8

BRISBANE CRAFT & QUILT FAIR 9am – 4.30pm
Brisbane Convention & Exhibition Centre, Merivale St &
Glenelg St, South Bank
www.craftfair.com.au

8 – 11 OCT

BRISBANE INTERNATIONAL GARDEN SHOW
Pine Rivers Park, Cnr Gympie & Kremzow Rd,
Strathpine
www.brisbanegardenshow.com.au
NETFEST
Surfers Paradise Beach, Surfers Paradise
www.surfersparadise.com

SUNDAY SOUNDS 1pm – 6pm
The Marine Village, Sanctuary Cove
www.sanctuarycove.com

KOKADAMA WORKSHOP 6pm – 8pm
The Craft Parlour,
13/23 Hillcrest Pde, Miami
www.thecraftparlour.com.au

15 OCT – 8 NOV

15

BEN & JERRY’S OPENAIR CINEMAS
Pratten Park, Old Burleigh Rd, Broadbeach
www.openaircinemas.com.au

16 – 18 OCT

16

TAMBORINE MOUNTAIN
SCARECROW FESTIVAL
Various locations, Tamborine Mountain
www.tamborinemtncc.org.au

GOLD COAST OPEN HOUSE
Various locations, Gold Coast
www.goldcoastopenhouse.com.au

17

JELLYBEANSTREET – KINDER FINE ART
WORKSHOP 10am
Kenmore Community Meeting Place, Artshed,
Cnr Brookfield Rd & Branton St, Kenmore
www.jellybeanstreet.com
THE COFFEE CLUB TELETHON BALL
Brisbane Convention & Exhibition Centre,
Merivale St & Glenelg St, South Bank
www.tcctelethonball.com.au

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO PLACE YOUR EVENT IN OUR
CALENDAR, PLEASE EMAIL US AT
EDITOR@HAVENMAGAZINE.COM.AU AND ADD
CALENDAR OF EVENTS IN THE SUBJECT LINE.

20

LITTLE PACCAS KIDS CLUB –
BEACH SAFETY AWARENESS WITH
LARRY LIFE GUARD & BEACH CRAFT 9.30am – 1pm
Centre Court, Pacific Fair Shopping Centre,
Hooker Blvd, Broadbeach
www.pacificfair.com.au/clubs/little-paccas-kids-club
RUSSIAN BALLET THEATRE PRESENTS SWAN LAKE
7.30pm
The Arts Centre Gold Coast, Arts Theatre,
135 Bundall Rd, Surfers Paradise
www.theartscentregc.com.au

PETITE EARLY LEARNING JOURNEY
OPEN DAY
Petite Early Learning Journey, 59 Old
Lismore Rd, Murwillumbah
www.petitjourney.com.au

24 – 25 OCT

BRISBANE FITNESS & EVENT EXPO
10am – 5pm
Brisbane Convention & Exhibition Centre,
Merivale St & Glenelg St, South Bank
www.fitnessexpo.com.au

25

20 – 23 OCT

PEPPA PIG LIVE! BIG SPLASH 10am, 12.30pm & 4pm
Brisbane Powerhouse, Powerhouse Theatre,
119 Lamington St, New Farm
www.brisbanepowerhouse.org

MUMZBUZZ SPRING SOIREE
9.30am – 11.30am
Haven Bar & Restaurant,
8/13 Wharf St, Murwillumbah
www.mumzbuzz.com.au

21

RUSSIAN BALLET THEATRE PRESENTS SLEEPING
BEAUTY 7.30pm
The Arts Centre Gold Coast, Arts Theatre,
135 Bundall Rd, Surfers Paradise
www.theartscentregc.com.au

WALK FOR PREMS 2015
8.30am – 1.30pm
Sandgate Foreshores Park, Flinders Pde,
Sandgate
www.walkforprems.org.au

29

HALLOWEEN AT
SOUTHPORT YACHT CLUB
5.30pm – 9pm
Southport Yacht Club,
1 Macarthur Pde, Main Beach
www.southportyachtclub.com.au

31

PEPPA PIG! BIG SPLASH
10am, 12.30pm & 4pm
The Arts Centre Gold Coast, Arts Theatre,
135 Bundall Rd, Surfers Paradise
www.theartscentregc.com.au

30

HALLOWEEN EXPRESS
5.10pm & 6.45pm
Roma Street Station, Roma St,
Brisbane City
www.theworkshops.qm.qld.gov.au

STORIES, LEGENDS + FAIRY TALES 11.30am
The Courier-Mail Piazza, South Bank Parklands,
South Bank
www.qso.com.au

27

21 OCT – 1 NOV

THE GREAT MOSCOW CIRCUS
Jack Evans Boat Harbour, Boundary St, Tweed Heads
www.thegreatmoscowcircus.com.au

23

24

FREE COMMUNITY TALK –
UNDERSTANDING BULLYING FROM
BOTH THE VICTIM AND BULLIES
PERSPECTIVE
6.30pm – 7.30pm
Fabic, Suite 34 Worongary Town
Centre, 1 Mudgeeraba Rd, Worongary
www.fabic.com.au

23 – 25 OCT

CASTROL GOLD COAST 600
V8 Supercars Circuit, Surfers Paradise
www.v8supercars.com.au

23 – 31 OCT

QB’S THE SLEEPING BEAUTY
1.30pm, 6.30pm & 7.30pm
QPAC, Lyric Theatre, Cnr Grey &
Melbourne St’s, South Bank
www.qpac.com.au

NATIONAL
KIDSAFE DAY
www.kidsafeday.com.au

Get your weekly
dose of haven
Join us online www.havenmagazine.com.au to
register for haven's e-hub newsletter (it's FREE!)
FEATURES - WHAT'S ON - LIFE SKILLS
FOOD - FASHION - BUSINESS
LIFESTYLE - GIVEAWAYS AND MORE!
Get social @ haven hub
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markets
HAVEN'S MARKE
T HUB
COMING SOON!
SHOWCASE YOUR
MARKET OR PR
ODUCTS

Gold Coast

CHINATOWN STREET MARKETS
3 OCT 4pm – 9.30pm
Gold Coast Chinatown, Young & Davenport St’s,
Southport
www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au
AFTERNOONS BY THE CREEK
17 OCT 8am – 2pm
Gecko House, 139 Duringan St, Currumbin
www.facebook.com/goldcoastdesigncollective
THE MUMMY TREE MARKETS
24 OCT 9am – 1pm
The Marine Village, Sanctuary Cove
www.themummytreemarkets.com.au

THE VILLAGE MARKETS
4 + 18 OCT 8.30am – 1pm
Burleigh Heads State School Oval,
1750 Gold Coast Hwy, Burleigh Heads
25 OCT 8am – 1pm
Paradise Point Parklands, The Esplanade,
Paradise Point
www.thevillagemarketsgc.com.au
ART & CRAFT BEACH MARKETS
4 + 18 OCT 8am – 2pm
Kurrawa Park, Old Burleigh Rd, Broadbeach
11 OCT 8am – 2pm
Queen Elizabeth Park, Marine Pde, Coolangatta
25 OCT 8am – 2pm
Justins Park, The Esplanade, Burleigh Heads
www.artandcraft.com.au
SURFERS PARADISE BEACHFRONT MARKETS
Every Wednesday, Friday & Sunday 5pm – 10pm
Surfers Paradise Foreshore, Surfers Paradise
www.surfersparadise.com
SANCTUARY MARKETS
Every Friday 4pm – 9pm
The Village Green, Currumbin Wildlife Sanctuary,
28 Tomewin St, Currumbin
www.marketsdownunder.com
MARKETTA STREET FOOD
Every Friday 5pm – 10pm
Every Saturday 4pm – 10pm
Rabbit + Cocoon Creative Precinct,
23 Hillcrest Pde, Miami
www.miamimarketta.com
ITAVA MARKETS
Every Friday 5pm – 10pm
Country Paradise Parklands,
231 Beaudesert-Nerang Rd, Nerang
www.countryparadiseparklands.com.au
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FINE FOOD & FARMERS’ MARKET
Every Saturday 6am – 11.30am
Palm Beach Currumbin State High School, Thrower Dr,
Palm Beach
Every Saturday 6am – 11.30am
Helensvale State High School, 243 Discovery Dr,
Helensvale
Every Sunday 6am – 11.30am
Gold Coast Turf Club, Racecourse Dr, Bundall
www.yourlocalmarkets.com.au
CARRARA MARKETS
Every Saturday & Sunday 7am – 4pm
Cnr Gooding Dr & Manchester Rd, Carrara
www.carraramarkets.com.au

Brisbane

JAN POWERS FARMERS MARKETS
3 + 17 OCT 6am – 12pm
Manly Harbour, Royal Esplanade, Manly
4 OCT 6am – 12pm
Blackwood St, Mitchelton
Every Saturday 6am – 12pm
Brisbane Powerhouse, 119 Lamington St, New Farm
Every Wednesday 10am – 6pm
Queen St Mall, Bridge End, Brisbane City
www.janpowersfarmersmarkets.com.au
YOUNG DESIGNERS MARKET
4 OCT 10am – 4pm
Little Stanley St, South Bank
www.youngdesignersmarket.com.au
MT MARIA COLLEGE COMMUNITY MARKET
10 OCT 8am – 12pm
Mt Maria College, 54 Prospect Rd, Mitchelton
www.mtmaria.com.au
BABY & KIDS MARKET
11 OCT 9am – 12pm
QSAC, Kessels Rd, Nathan
www.babykidsmarket.com.au
THE MUMMY TREE MARKETS
17 OCT 9am – 1pm
Everton Park Hotel, 101 Flockton St, Everton Park
www.themummytreemarkets.com.au
BRISBANE TWILIGHT MARKETS
23 OCT 4pm – 9pm
King George Square, Brisbane City
www.brisstyle.com.au
BRISSTYLE HQ POP UP MARKET
24 OCT 9am – 2pm
BrisStyle HQ, 24 Macquarie St, Teneriffe
www.brisstyle.com.au

FOR MORE INFO

RMATION
ADVERTISING@
HAVENMAGAZIN
E.COM.AU

POP-UP SUITCASE RUMMAGE
25 OCT 11am – 4pm
Powerhouse Plaza, Brisbane Powerhouse, 119
Lamington St, New Farm
www.brisbanepowerhouse.org
EAT STREET MARKETS
Every Friday & Saturday 4pm – 10pm
Hamilton Wharf, Northshore, Brisbane
www.eatstreetmarkets.com
BOUNDARY STREET MARKETS
Every Friday 4pm – 10pm
Every Saturday 10am – 10pm
Every Sunday 9am – 2pm
Cnr Boundary & Mollison St’s, West End
www.boundarystreetmarkets.com.au
COLLECTIVE MARKETS
Every Friday 5pm – 9pm
Every Saturday 10am – 9pm
Every Sunday 9am – 4pm
Stanley Street Plaza, South Bank
www.collectivemarkets.com.au

Byron Bay

BYRON BAY COMMUNITY MARKET
4 OCT 8am – 3pm
Butler Street Reserve, Byron Bay
www.byron-bay.com/markets
ARTISAN MARKET
10, 17, 24 + 31 OCT 4pm – 9pm
Railway Park, Jonson St, Byron Bay
www.byron-bay.com/markets
BANGALOW MARKETS
25 OCT 9am – 3pm
Bangalow Showgrounds, Bangalow
www.bangalowmarket.com.au
BYRON FARMERS MARKET
Every Thursday 8am – 11am
Butler Street Reserve, Byron Bay
www.byron-bay.com/markets

Circus Circus!

Words: Courtney Tuckett

THE GREAT MOSCOW CIRCUS HAS HIT THE GOLD COAST, WITH THAT FAMOUS
GRAND BIG TOP COMMANDING THE SPOTLIGHT AT BROADWATER PARKLANDS.

The 50th Anniversary Tour begins in Queensland
and kicks off a three-year, 80 city tour of
Australia. And we’re the first to see it, so grab
your tickets now.

experience for this anniversary tour: “The
Moscow Circus has brought together the finest
acts from around the world that have never
been seen before under the big top in Australia.

In this two-hour action packed extravaganza,
a sensational line-up of world-renowned new
Russian and international performers are wowing
audiences with elite skill, superstar talent and
death-defying acts.

“We love the idea that every audience member
will leave a Moscow Circus show feeling
transformed by the experience; whether it
be from witnessing the individual amazing
performer’s talent or the superb Moscow Circus
production as a whole. This is the best yet,
thanks to the expertise of the producers of the
Moscow Circus.”

With a cast of over 45 including 14 international
acts, this is high calibre, breathtaking
entertainment for the whole family. One of the
hottest acts – the Globe of Death – features six
motorbike riders in a metal globe performing a
never-before-seen record in Australia.
Edgley Attractions, together with Australia’s
most successful circus family, the Lennons, and
well known stage and cirque producer Susan
Porrett present the 50th Anniversary Tour of the
Great Moscow Circus.
Entertainment legend Michael Edgley is a firm
believer in delivering a fresh and entertaining

Get your tickets, get your ringside seat, and
get ready for some jaw-dropping, heart-racing
family fun.

WHAT:

Official 50th Anniversary Tour of
The Great Moscow Circus

WHEN:

Until Sunday 4 Oct on the GC
21 Oct - 1 Nov at Tweed Heads

TICKETS: www.thegreatmoscowcircus.com.au

m

or call 1300 MOSCOW

c

majorconfident
CONQUER…
your fear of public speaking.
CAPTIVATE…
an audience and make
an impression.
CREATE…
a strong brand and grow
your business.

LET ME HELP
YOU TODAY!
MOYRA MAJOR
Radio Announcer and
Public Speaking Coach
majorconfident.com.au
facebook.com/majorconfident
majorconfident@gmail.com

Some kids
kids just
just think
think
Some
the words
words are
are meant
meant to
to
the
look this
this way.
way.
look
How frustrating
frustrating
How
would this
this be?
be?
would
Don’t overlook this
common eye
problem.
Book a comprehensive
eye & vision check today.
Phone 5520 5900

www.harmonyvision.com.au
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mamarazzi

Let it go,
let it go!

YOUR KIDS OUT & ABOUT IN YOUR FAVE LOCAL PLACES

Kimberly 7

Krystal-lee 7

Kyla 1

Andy 7, Terry 4

Ariya 14mths

Bobby 15mths

HINTERLAND

O'REILLY'S RAINFOREST RETREAT

Abigail 3, Oliver 4

Sophia 2, Daisy 10
CURRUMBIN

BORADWATER PARKLANDS

Cameron 3

Vivienna 22mths

Aroura 5, Joanie 4, Georgie 2
BANORA POINT

ROBINA

Jack 2

Elijah 6 mths

Mila 2

UPPER COOMERA

BROADBEACH

Dexter 22mths

COOLANGATTA SKATE PARK

POINT DANGER

SNAPPER ROCKS

EMERALD LAKES

NUNDAH

COOLANGATTA

COOLANGATTA

Aya 3

ROBINA

EMAIL US A PIC OF YOUR KIDS ENJOYING SOME FUN IN OUR BEAUTIFUL CITY TO EDITOR@HAVENMAGAZINE.COM.AU
PLEASE INCLUDE YOUR CHILD'S NAME, AGE AND LOCATION.
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Behaviour

WAITING FOR
THE FIRST
WORDS. . .
Words: Kathryn Maroney
(Speech Pathologist)
THE MILESTONE FOR A CHILD’S FIRST
WORDS IS 12 MONTHS. SO WHAT DOES
IT MEAN IF YOUR CHILD HAS NOT BEGUN
SPEAKING BY THEN?
At 12 months children are expected to be
communicating extensively without words.
We generally hear lots of babbling made up of
lots of different sounds and letters. They will
seek your eye contact and show you things
with gestures or by pulling or taking you
somewhere. They will use gestures or body
movements to tell you what they want (e.g.
to be passed something or to get down from
the high chair), they will laugh, smile and use
deliberate movements or gestures in response
to something you say or do.
Basically, we want to see babies busting out
all their moves to connect and interact with
you. If your 12 month old is not communicating
extensively without words, they are more likely
to need support to kick start their talking.
These children may benefit from support from a
speech pathologist.
If at 12 months your child is expressive without
using words they are likely to begin developing
language shortly after this. Some children are
capable of speaking earlier than they do but
hold back due to not feeling the need to speak,
anxiousness or even perfectionism. Babies are
more like mini adults than we realise and some
even hold back because they are not confident
in how their speech will be received. If this
describes your child, there is a lot you can do to
support them to start rolling out words:

Make every interaction (to the best of your
ability) about connecting with your child. We
can get caught in the busyness of the day as
mums, dads, childcare workers, relatives and
friends, but what if we were to slow down
where we can and look for the intricacies of
how your baby and children are connecting
with you.
The deliberate yet subtle looks, the cheeky
smiles, the ever so slight head nods, them
looking at you just to take you in. Responding
to all of these things tells your baby that
communicating is valuable and that even
though they are still small, they have a lot to

BEHAVIOUR
SPECIALIST
Multi-Disciplinary Centre
Psychology ~ Behaviour Specialist Services ~
Speech Pathology ~ Occupational Therapy ~ Counselling

say and you are interested in meeting them for
who they are, connecting to all they have to
express.
Create opportunities for your baby and child to
communicate by not anticipating their needs
and wants and making their favourite things
less accessible so they need to ask you for
them. At these times use single words to show
them how to make their request and wait to
see if they repeat it.
Use single words to label an item when their
attention is focused on it.
More: www.fabic.com.au

Occupational Therapy supports with:
• Fine motor skills - handwriting,
scissors, button, shoe laces, cutlery
• Gross motor skills - standing,
walking, running, sitting
• Responding to sounds, sight, touch,
movement, tastes & smells
• Daily routines
• Engaging & learning
• Self care and self help skills

Speech Pathology supports with:
• Communication assessments
• Austism identiﬁcation assessments
• Social skills & play
• Parent support & training
• Speech clarity, stuttering,
problem solving
• Feeding & swallowing

Please visit our website for further information.

Ph: 07 5530 5099 | www.fabic.com.au
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Wanderlust: Living
& Working overseas

Ron Gibson,
CPA and Principal,
Gibson & Associates

IT IS A BIG CALL, BUT IF YOU GOT THE CHANCE TO REVIVE AND REFRESH IN AN EXOTIC LOCATION,
WOULD YOU? WOULD YOU LIVE AND WORK OVERSEAS? WOULD YOU TAKE YOUR FAMILY AND CHANGE
THINGS UP A LITTLE? WOULD YOU LEAVE AUSTRALIA?
Every year thousands of Australians head
overseas in search of adventure, and quite
a few also work for an income to help fund
their travels. Many also do not understand
the Australian tax implications of working
internationally.
The main question that seems to get asked is,
do I still have to lodge a yearly tax return if I’m
living overseas and earning money in a foreign
country?
Well, before answering this question you need
to determine whether you still are an Australian
resident for tax purposes.
Being an Australian resident for tax purposes
is different to being a citizen or holding an
Australian passport. Generally, someone on
a working holiday overseas will still be an
Australian tax resident. This means they will
still need to lodge a tax return in Australia

CERTIFIED PRACTISING ACCOUNT (CPA)
SPECIALISES IN PROVIDING PROFESSIONAL TAX
AND STRATEGIC FINANCIAL SOLUTIONS FOR
FAMILIES, INDIVIDUALS AND BUSINESS.

We can assist in a broad range of accounting and
tax matters from simple tax preparation, to business
structure set-up and family tax planning, business
coaching and audits.
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and declare their worldwide income – yes,
worldwide.
This may include the added complexity of
having to also lodge a tax return in the country
you are working in, as well as in Australia. You
might also need to claim credits for tax paid in
one country in the other country’s tax return.
Yep, I can hear you, but these are the rules.
What about working overseas as a non-resident
Australian?
Where there is an intention to move overseas
for a longer term and this is shown by actions,
things are treated a little differently. For
example:
Consider a married couple with two children.
They decide to pack up and move to Thailand
- they may work there or in another location.
They also intend to live there for the foreseeable

future. They sell all their Australian assets, close
bank accounts and cancel other memberships
(and registrations) before they leave. When
they get to Thailand they sign a lease and rent
a house and their two children attend the local
international school.
Essentially they have moved and are now living
in their new home or abode. This family would
now be non-residents for tax purposes, and
as non-residents they will not need to lodge
Australian income tax returns if they do not
earn any income in Australia.
Ok, so now that’s sorted, it’s time for that Thai
green curry …
Advice provided in this article is only a general
example and you should seek advice about your
specific circumstances before acting, as there are
many variables to consider.

Other services include proactive
management reporting, family budgets,
cash flows and assistance with loans
and insurance.
IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO MAKE AN
APPOINTMENT PLEASE CALL

(07) 5607 0695.
Our office is located on
Level 1 in the Big B Arcade,
50 James Street, Burleigh Heads

Gibson & Associates is a CPA Practice.
Liability limited by a scheme approved under
Professional Standards Legislation.

THE DADDY DIARIES

Travelling with Kids
TRAVEL BROADENS THE MIND. IT ENRICHES
YOUR SOUL. IT TEACHES YOU PERSPECTIVE.
AND IF YOU DO IT WITH KIDS IT DRIVES YOU
INSANE.

Much like when they were smaller and the
box was more fascinating than the present,
sometimes the scenic spectacle is lost on
children.

As ‘good’ parents (and by good parents I mean
“we have survived so far and so have they”) we
have sought to expose our twins to the wonders
of other cultures. To marvel at the sights.
So it will come as no surprise to any parent that
during our recent trip to Fiji – an island paradise
full of activities and exotic scenery – the most
excited our kids got was when they saw the
Golden Arches of McDonalds.
True story. During our time there we went to
mud pools, tribal dancing, watched walking
on coals, visited an amazing garden, petted
animals, went out on a boat and even spent a
day in the world’s largest inflatable water park.
So what were their favourite parts of the trip?
Swimming in the pool and playing mini-golf
respectively. And yes, we live on the Gold Coast
– the mini-golf capital of Australia where you
can swim nearly any day of the year.

South Bank Parklands presents

Words: Anthony Sherratt

Me: “Behold the stunning Grand Canyon!”
Twin 1: “Daddy, can we have an ice cream?”
Me: “Maybe later, honey – look at this incredible
place. Did you know that tiny river down there
eroded all this and made this huge canyon?”
Twin 1: “Can I have a chocolate chip ice cream
this time?” Twin 2: “How far away is that
McDonalds?”
Last cruise we signed up for all these adventures
– zorbing, glass-bottom boat coral tour, water
music, dancing, and a kids’ tour.
And they didn’t want to do any of them. Unlike
the previous cruise they wanted to stay in Kids
Club (don’t even start me on the consistency of
children). All the time. They resented me picking
them up “early” at 8.30pm. They would have
slept there if they could have.
But it’s not all bad. Even though they’re not
always seeing things the way we do or even

appreciating what is, to our eyes, an exciting
adventure, they are learning important lessons
even if it’s just osmotically. When we were at
Pentecost Island recently a lady made a rather
poor comment that focused on the colour of an
islander’s skin.
Gypsy very loudly asked, “What difference does
the skin colour make, Daddy?” I proudly – and
just as loudly – replied, “Absolutely nothing,
honey”. At the end of the day that’s a more
important lesson than the fact the tuatara has
three eyes.
But I still believe travel is important and now we
have a globe so they’re building up a mental
map of the places they’ve been. They know the
locations of the eleven countries they’ve visited
so far.
And, of course, where all the McDonalds are in
those countries.

FAMILY
CONCERT

QUEENSLAND
SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA’S

STORIES,
LEGENDS+
FAIRY TALES
Proudly supported by The Courier-Mail

SUN 25 OCTOBER 11.30AM
The Courier-Mail Piazza, South Bank Parklands

Legendary stories brought to life through music.
Let your imagination dance to Cinderella’s Waltz,
classic Disney fairy tales, the magic of
The Sorcerer’s Apprentice and more!
BOOK NOW qso.com.au/family OR 3833 5044
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Adventurous
Spirits

Words: Courtney Tuckett

Words: Courtney Tuckett

THE END-OF-YEAR FINISH LINE SEEMS SO CLOSE, AND YET SO
FAR. STILL A COUPLE OF MONTHS UNTIL SILLY SEASON REALLY
KICKS IN. STILL ANOTHER SCHOOL TERM. STILL SO MUCH
TO DO BEFORE THE ANNUAL WIND-DOWN FOR SUMMER
HOLIDAYS. WHEN YOU – AND THE KIDS – ARE EXHAUSTED AND
READY FOR A BREAK, BUT HOLIDAYS ARE STILL JUST OUT OF
REACH, WHAT’S A HAVEN FAMILY TO DO? MAKE YOUR OWN
ADVENTURES, IN YOUR OWN ‘HOOD, FOR YOUR OWN FUN.
LET’S EXPLORE!

TAKE A WALK ON THE WILD SIDE

DIG IT

Getting back to nature has well-documented
health benefits for both grown-ups and
kids. Family connection is guaranteed when
you ditch the devices, cancel the calendar
reminders and just get exploring as a fam.
Whether you’ve got littlies or teens at home,
there’s an adventure on your doorstep that
everyone can get involved in. Some of the
haven crew’s faves?

Primary kids – and dino-boys especially – will
love to get their inner palaeontologist on with
an ‘archaeological’ dig. Whether you take the
fam out for a day of exploring or make your
own dig site, be prepared to get down and
dirty with the kids. Half the fun for them is
seeing you love it too.

Get Your Glow On: Tamborine Mountain
Glow Worm Caves are open daily or take in
an evening tour at the World Heritage Listed
Springbrook and stargaze at the observatory.
Have a Whale of a Time: Take to the sea
with whale watching and dolphin feeding at
Tangalooma Island Resort. Day cruises make
for an easy family break and with the season
ending later this month, there’s still time to
splash out. (And with a money back whale
sighting guarantee, what have you got to
lose?)
Zoo Capers: For a zoo-load of animals big and
small, all in one place, head to Australia Zoo.
We’re talking crocodiles, tigers, elephants,
giraffes, koalas, dingos, Tassie devils and more
reptiles than you can poke a stick at. (Just
kidding. Don’t poke the animals!) Become
a Zoo Keeper for a Day, Adopt an Animal –
there’s a huge range of programs to get animal
lovers of all ages involved, or just check it out
at your own pace for a fun fam day out.
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TOP PICKS TO TAKE YOUR PICK AND
SHOVEL?
Abbey Museum, Caboolture: Kids Dig It is the
Abbey Museum’s archaeology school holiday
program, featuring mini archaeology dig,
archery, dress ups, medieval story telling and
fun arts and crafts.
Pirate Park, Palm Beach Parklands: Follow the
treasure map, search for ‘bones’ and buried
treasure, and finish with a dip in the gorgeous
waters of Palm Beach Parklands and a coffee
for mum and dad from Dune Cafe.
Queensland Museum: Get in quick for the last
days of Dinosaur Discovery: Lost Creatures
of the Cretaceous – an up close and personal
encounter with these ancient beasts, featuring
over 20 animated, life-size dinosaur models.
Thunderbird Park: Fossick for Thundereggs,
millions of years in the making. And check
out the High Ropes Course, book a horse ride
(pony and trail rides available for the littlies) –
you can even camp on-site if a mini-getaway is
in order.

Make Your Own: Head to the beach or your
own backyard, bury some ‘treasure’ ($2 shops
are perfect for cheap and easy goodies, and if
you happen to forget where you’ve buried
your loot, it won’t break the bank!), make the
kids a map and let them at it. Even better
(and eco-friendly)? Make ‘fossils’ out of
home-made salt dough. Bake in the oven until
hard, then bury in the garden for a completely
DIY dig.
MAP IT OUT
A great idea the whole fam – and the whole
neighbourhood – can get in on. Gather up the
kids in your street, playgroup or sports team
for some orienteering fun.
Older kids might want to get involved in
geocaching – a world-wide outdoor adventure
community using GPS coordinates to find
hidden ‘caches’ in your area, and beyond.
For younger kids, set up a trail, leave some
clues appropriate to the age of the kids, divide
them into teams and go! This is fun, action
and adventure all in one hit – and with a little
friendly competition, the teens and adults will
get right into the challenge too.
Get out and active this weekend, embrace your
inner adventurer and recharge the family’s
batteries with some outdoor exploring.
Go get ‘em!

Staycation: Gold Coast Getaway
AS MOST OF US LIVE THROUGH EVERY ‘GROUNDHOG’ DAY JUGGLING WORK, KIDS
AND THE GENERAL PRESSURE OF LIFE, HOW OFTEN HAVE YOU SAID TO YOUR
HUSBAND/PARTNER, “REMEMBER WHAT WE USED TO DO TOGETHER BEFORE KIDS?”
If that’s you, then it’s definitely time to revive
and refresh with a little weekend getaway …
and the good news is that you don’t have to go
too far from home to enjoy a quick escape.
InterContinental Sanctuary Cove Resort on the
northern end of the Gold Coast provides all the
ingredients for you to take a little time out to
be a couple again.
Indulge in a two night escape to this idyllic
resort where you can relax and unwind sipping
cocktails by the magnificent beach lagoon pool
(with its own adult only area); have concierge
organise a picnic basket for you to enjoy in
the lush tropical gardens; or book a romantic
sunset cruise with Papilion Sailing.
For those passionate about good food and
good wine, the Resort’s signature restaurant
The Fireplace is definitely the place for couples
to dine. Boasting an open kitchen with a wood
fired oven, the restaurant is reminiscent of a
private dining room in a manor house and you
and your partner will delight in the ambience
and theatrics of having the chefs prepare meals
right in front of you.

Once you are at the resort you won’t have
to leave. Take a stroll down to The Marine
Village for some shopping; or enjoy a relaxing
pampering treatment at one of the Gold
Coast’s Top 10 Day Spas - Champions Hair,
Beauty & Day Spa. For those after a little more
action, there’s two championship golf courses
at your doorstep.
There’s so much or so little to do at this
resort - the choice is yours and although
you are only 20 minutes from the heart of
Surfers Paradise, you’ll feel like you’re a
million miles away.

Great value getaway

InterContinental Sanctuary Cove Resort’s
Great Value Package for couples starts
from $249 per room per night and
includes overnight accommodation, full
buffet breakfast for two in Cove Café,
sparkling wine and chocolates on arrival
and a late checkout of 1pm.

More: www.intercontinentalsanctuarycove.com
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Earlier this year The Fireplace won the Dimmi
People’s choice awards for Best Special
Occasion; Best for Service; Best for Fine
Dining; and was listed in the Top Rated Modern
Australian and Top 100. The Restaurant
was also awarded a 2-Glass Rating (Highly
Recommended) in the Gourmet Traveller
2015 Australia’s Wine List of the
Year Awards.

Our range of sensory and educational toys are quietly growing lil
brains one toy at a time while they have fun!
Open 7 days facebook.com/mytoykingdom

Byron Bay opposite
Woolies 6680 8811

Lismore
Woodlark St 66213473
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Girls’ Getaway:
Holiday In Style
GONE ARE THE DAYS OF LADIES BEING
LEFT AT HOME WHILE THE BLOKES WILE
AWAY THE WEEKEND WITH BEER, BANTER
AND GOLF. THE RISE OF THE LADIES
WEEKEND AWAY IS UPON US AND UNLIKE
THE BOYS, WE KNOW HOW TO DO IT IN
STYLE.
Spring has sprung upon us, and we can’t think
of a better way to celebrate the return of perfect
weather than in a multimillion dollar dream
house on the sandy shores of Gold Coast’s
priceless views.
There’s nothing more relaxing than a weekend
escape with the girls, champagne in hand, sand
in toes and cool breeze in hair. And there’s no
place better to do it than the sparkling surfside
sanctuary of the Gold Coast, whether you’re a
local planning a ‘staycation’ or exploring from
Brisbane or beyond.
Elite Holiday Homes have made it better than
ever to enjoy a weekend away with your besties,
staying in the epitome of style and luxury and
with all that the Gold Coast has to offer just
outside your door.
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With over 33 waterfront properties on offer
for up to sixteen guests, choose from a Main
River masterpiece or oceanside opulence. With
everything from lap pools, five star kitchens and
private jetties, you can tailor the experience to
your lady of leisure liking.
Live like a celebrity in the Hamptons Beachfront,
Elite’s six star oceanfront property boasting a
private beach, five bedrooms, a heated lap pool
and spa and a spacious outdoor entertaining
area overlooking the water. Oozing with space,
style and serenity, this dream come true is
the perfect destination to bask in the spring
sunshine, wade in the crystal clear water, and
lounge around with the girls.
Getaway with your group of up to 16 guests at
C’est La, a magnificent mansion that overlooks
the
Broadbeach waterways and city skyline (prices
start from as little as $50 per person per night
– affordable glam!). C’est La has everything you
need and more for a luxurious ladies’ getaway
including a cinema room, stunning swimming
pool and private jetty.
Indulge your senses at the Gateway to Paradise,
which is precisely as the name suggests with
spectacular views, an undercover outdoor
entertaining area for dancing the night away
and a stunning pool that you won’t ever want to
leave. Elite can cater for your every need, and
can organise anything from a private chef for
the duration of your stay, leisure activities on
the Gold Coast, your groceries and wine waiting

for you on arrival. Or keep it low-key - just
organise the girls, pack your togs and relax and
enjoy the house your way.
Beachfront or riverfront, no matter which
property your heart desires, each home is
a short stroll away from the pristine golden
beaches, award winning restaurants, world class
shopping and the best entertainment the Gold
Coast has on offer.
If you are up for an adventure close to your
holiday haven, you will find plenty of attractions
nearby like hot air ballooning, wine tours, whale
watching, shows and entertainment. Elite
Holiday Homes have been delivering dream
vacations for four years, so you can trust them
for an unforgettable experience.
More: www.eliteholidayhomes.com.au or call
0408 483 086 to start planning your girls’ getaway.

Smart Start to
Learning Journey
THERE’S A NEW EARLY LEARNING MODEL
ABOUT TO HIT OUR TOWNS, AND
IT’S CARVING A NICHE FOR UNIQUE,
PERSONALISED CHILDCARE.
Petit Early Learning Journey is a premium
brand long day care provider that is
renowned for creating safe, respectful and
compassionate environments. With centres
already open in Townsville, Port Douglas,
Marian, Caloundra, Barton and Coffs Harbour,
Petit has now extended its premium service
to Murwillumbah and Brisbane with centres
opening soon!
Petit Early Learning Journey follows a holistic
approach that encompasses a connection
of mind, body and spirit, and a view that all
learning is integrated and interconnected.
By cultivating a child’s self-awareness of
their body, feelings, thoughts and attitudes,
Petit hopes to support the discovery of each
child’s unique personality. By encouraging
and practicing mindfulness, teachers awake a
child’s motivation from within to engage their
unique personal development.
Petit also embraces sustainable practices and
utilises a paperless digital sign in/sign out
system as well as an online child portfolio
tool (QKeYLM). With your own unique access
to the online family lounge,log in at anytime,
anywhere to follow your child’s learning
journey.
Christa Adamson, a parent at the Burdell
centre absolutely loves QKeYLM, “With our
work life, at times we are not able to do pick
up and drop off ourselves to see [our child’s]
educators. Having the online service allows us
to check in on her day and the fun activities
she has enjoyed – especially when we have to
be away for work. It is also a great tool to sit
down with our daughter and look at photos
of her day so she can share her stories and
happiness about the day she has had.”

To save you time and assist with those busy
mornings, all meals are inclusive within
the daily fee and are prepared on site by
Petit’s very own chef - including morning
and afternoon tea and a nutritious lunch.
Mealtimes at Petit provide an opportunity for
staff to encourage the development of healthy
eating practices - seasonal menus have been
developed in association with EatWell Australia
and aim to meet a significant amount of a
child’s daily nutritional requirements. You can
be assured that your children are receiving
the freshest, nutritionally sound meals while
at Petit! Did we mention that all nappies are
included too?
Petit centres offer a kindergarten program
taught by Bachelor qualified staff and centre
programming supports the Early Years Learning
Framework. Petit is conscious of creating
supportive environments and all studios are
configured to the new educator-to-child ratios
which as a requirement under the National
Quality Framework must be in effect as of
January 2016. The advantages of Petit working
to the new educator-to-child ratios now means
that your children are being supervised to the
highest standard and educators are able to give
more individual care and attention. As a result,
more meaningful relationships are formed.

Enrolments are now open for Petit Early
Learning Journey’s Murwillumbah and
Northshore Hamilton centres.
More: www.petitjourney.com.au or call
1300 1 PETIT (1300 173 848)
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Art Projects

WITH MRS RED

MRS RED’S TOP 5
COLOURING PENCILS/MARKERS
(IN NO PARTICULAR ORDER)

Colour Me Happy

OF ALL THE CRAZES THAT HAVE TAKEN OVER THE WORLD, ADULT COLOURING IN BOOKS IS ONE
I DON’T THINK ANYONE COULD HAVE FORESEEN COMING! WHILE IT MAY STILL BE QUITE A NEW
CRAZE HERE IN AUSTRALIA, IT ALL BEGAN IN FRANCE AND LASTED FOR THREE YEARS, SO IF YOU
HAVEN’T GOT INTO IT YET, THERE IS STILL TIME!
What you do with your book when you
purchase it is completely up to you. I know a lot
of people are photocopying and then colouring
in which is a great idea if you don’t want to ruin
the other side of the page but I guess it also
defeats the purpose as well.
So what’s the difference between a child’s and
adult’s colouring book? Price is definitely a
factor although there are some very reasonably
priced ones out there now. Mainly it is the size
and complexity of the pictures. Some of them
have the tiniest and most intricate of patterns
but once coloured in look amazing.
Joel Pearson, a senior psychology lecturer at
UNSW, believes the books offer users a source
of stress relief and provide a sense of calm and
clarity. “When colouring you have a defined task
which is challenging enough but not enough
that it become problematic … It’s repetitive
but you don’t become bored. There seems to
be a greater drop in self reported anxiety for
colouring-in mandalas and patterns compared
to just drawing colour on a blank page,” he
says. “(This) suggests that having the outlines is
important.”
The most popular books that we sell at the
art room are “Secret Garden” and “Enchanted
Forest”, both by UK Illustrator Johanna Basford.
Her books are now available in 14 different
languages across the world and she hit one
million sales in January this year. “The Lost
Ocean” is her third adult colouring book due out
this month!
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Mrs Red is also producing a hand-bound
mandala colouring book. It is in the process now
and should be ready by Christmas!
So what does one use to colour in these books?
It’s very much personal preference and you
need to start with the kids’ coloured pencils to
work out if you are happy enough with them.
There are some kids’ pencils that are actually
not too bad however there is and always has
been adult colouring pencils. Adult pencils and
markers have been around for donkey's years
and I myself saved hard when I was 20 and in
first year of art school and purchased both the
normal and aquarelle range of Faber-Castells,
80 pencils in a timber box and I still have both!
Yes, they will cost more than kids’ pencils and
as long as you don’t let them into the wrong
hands, they will also last you until you either
run out of ink or sharpen the pencil down to a
stump.

Did you know

“THE LITTLE FOLKS PAINTING BOOK”
SEEMS TO BE KNOWN AS THE FIRST
PUBLISHED COLOURING BOOK,
DATING BACK TO 1879!

1. Derwent Inktense pencils – can use
water on top to turn into a vibrant
colour
2. Faber-Castell Polychromos pencils
3. Tombow dual tip marker pens – can
add water for marvelous effects
4. Staedtler Triplus Fineliner – fine
marker pens
5. Derwent Coloursoft pencils –
exclusive to art shops only

The Heads Up!

Because of this worldwide craze, the actual
factories where these brands of pencils and
markers are produced cannot keep up with
the demand. This causes a domino effect with
retailers waiting for stock orders. Nobody
expected this and in our lifetime it may not
ever happen again, so jump on board, grab
books and supplies when you see them and sit
down and do a spot of colouring and find out
how much fun and how relaxing it truly is!
Colouring in books and supplies are available at
Mrs Reds art room.
Want more inspo? Check out our online
article Having a Moment: Colour My World
at www.havenmagazine.com.au.
More at www.mrsredsartroom.com.au or call the
shop on 5520 7484. The art room is located in
Burleigh Heads, opposite Stockland shopping
centre.

PLAYING BY MY RULES

Behaviour
Words: Tanya Curtis

FROM THE ONSET OF A BABY BEING BORN WE MUST BE AWARE THAT CHILDREN ARE EASILY
INFLUENCED. CHILDREN OF ALL AGES INCLUDING OUR BABIES AND TODDLERS BECOME
AWARE OF ALL THAT IS AROUND THEM AND BEGIN TO SENSE THE EXPECTATIONS OF HOW
THEY SHOULD BE IN LIFE.
As adults it is our responsibility to be aware
of how we are influencing our children and
contributing to their future psychological
wellbeing - are we harming or supporting our
child’s development?
As adults, we have all grown up subscribing
unconsciously to a set of rules - rules could
be ‘societal rules’, ‘family rules’, ‘friendship
rules’ or even ‘self rules’ etcetera. These rules
can be so insidious we don’t even know that
we have subscribed to them, but the question
we need to ask is: “Are these rules harming or
supporting”?
The rules we have subscribed to contribute to
the pictures we create about how life should
be. Pictures are simply the images we create
of our future - our ‘shoulds, wants, needs and
expectations’. We create pictures of:
• What we want for dinner
• How we would want the weather to be
• What grades we should get at school
• What people should and should not be
wearing, doing, saying, thinking and/or
behaving
In fact we are creating pictures (expectations)
all day everyday about ourselves, other people
and all of life.
What is important to explore is the pictures we
create of ‘how our children should be’.
From the moment of planning to have children
there are pictures being created about how we
want life to be once our baby comes along:
• My partner will be the perfect mum/dad
• My extended family should know what our
needs are
• My friends should know when I want them to
visit (or not)

• I expect I should know how to be the perfect
parent and all that’s needed to raise our baby,
toddler, child, teenager
• I want my baby to be a certain gender
• If my baby is girl, I want her to be a particular
type of girl (girly, tough, ballet dancer,
musical, academic)
• If my baby is a boy, I want him to be this type
of boy (gentle, rough, sporty, calm, outdoorsy)
These pictures become an imposition felt by
ourselves and other people as we feel stunted
in needing to meet the controlled picture
created, rather than being free to develop for
who we are without the imposition of another’s
ideals, beliefs and expectations.
What if we allowed our children to just ‘be
them’? What if we examined our own rules and
pictures we are creating by asking, “I wonder
why I have these rules?” or “do I really want
my child to grow up with these same rules?” or
“are my rules stunting my child from meeting
their potential?” What if we allowed a child to
grow up with no expectations of what they
will ‘do’ and allowed them to simply ‘be’ them
for the beautiful being they were born and will
continue to be?
We know at the core of every single child,
teenager and adult is an awesome amazing
loveable being who is “Beautiful Just For Being
Them”. As our book I Am Beautiful Just For
Being Me shares, we allow children from an
early age to know that at their core they are
beautiful not for what their clothes look like or
how their hair is or what they do.
Rather, children come to learn that there is
absolutely nothing they can do that makes
them beautiful - they are beautiful just for
being them.

BEHAVIOUR
SPECIALIST
Multi-Disciplinary Centre
Psychology ~ Behaviour Specialist Services ~
Speech Pathology ~ Occupational Therapy ~ Counselling

As adults we must remember:
Children hear, see and feel everything. They are
absorbing all our conversations and interaction
with them and with other people. Children are
developing their own set of rules about how
they ‘should be in life’ each time they spend
time with you. Children are sponges and absorb
everything from a very early age!
The level that we impose our rules, and beliefs
onto children will influence their potential
and can impact on their future esteem and
psychological wellbeing, negatively or positively.
Is what our child absorbing:
Stunting their potential as they begin to live by
rules they think we want them to live by (e.g. I
will be loved when I ‘do’ things well)
Supporting them to meet their full potential in
the knowing they are supported to simply ‘be’
them as they are already perfect.
Children of all ages 0 to 100+ are beautiful just
for being them. Hearing this language from the
day they are born throughout their entire life
will support them to meet their full potential!
More: www.fabic.com.au

Fabic Services

•
•
•
•

Individual consultations for children, teenagers & adults
Assessments for cognition, achievement, development & behaviour
Training for individuals, groups, families and organisations
Products to support with behaviour change at home, school and/or
work settings
Please visit our website for further information.

Ph: 07 5530 5099 | www.fabic.com.au
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Finding Your Voice

KICK START YOUR BUSINESS WITH HAVEN BUSINESS HUB. SUPERCHARGE YOUR BRAND
WITH OUR EXCLUSIVE GATHERING OF BUSINESS LEADERS, PRACTICAL TIPS, EXPERT
ADVICE, SUCCESS STORIES AND A SUPPORTIVE PLATFORM TO CONNECT WITH YOUR
BUSINESS COMMUNITY.
This month’s guest speaker aims to help
conquer one of the most common fears –
PUBLIC SPEAKING. If you’d rather face a tank
of tarantulas or a cesspool of snakes than get
up in front of a crowd and present, make a
beeline for our October business hub.

MOYRA MAJOR
Public Speaking Coach, Emcee, Radio
Personality, Media training
www.majorconfident.com
Keynote speaker Moyra Major has been a
familiar voice on Gold Coast radio for over
a decade. Throughout her career on the air
she’s had the pleasure of interviewing people
from all over the globe and even appeared on
the Ellen DeGeneres Show in LA. She loves
speaking in public - whether it be through the
radio or in front of an audience . . . But she
wasn't always very good at it. Moyra used to
hate speaking in public, which suited her fine
for her job in radio, but left the world outside
the studio a bit hard to conquer. Over time, she
discovered, created and used tricks and tips to

haven
businesshub

overcome her fear of public speaking. And after
starting her own business, Major Confident,
at the beginning of 2015, she now brings her
expert advice to haven’s business hub, our
FREE business networking event.
Whether it’s chairing a staff meeting,
presenting to investors or facing the media, if
the cat gets your tongue and your nerves get
the better of you, you need to join us at RACV
Royal Pines Resort! Hear the insider tips from
Moyra, then meet a panel of mamas that rock!
Not content with presenting a single mama,
as we do each issue, we’ve brought together
a posse of local mamas rocking the business
world – doing their thing, and doing it well.
Want to know how they got started? Got
bigger? Got better? Get involved in our Q&A as
our panel keep it real and share their journey
with you.
This will be one hotly sought after event, so
jump online at www.havenmagazine.com.au
to secure your tickets early!

WHEN: 9.30am – 12pm,
Wednesday 21 October
WHERE: Cypress Room, RACV Royal
Pines Resort, Ross St, Benowa
MORE:

Sign up for haven’s weekly
e-hub newsletter for event
details, updates and more.

s
Sydneyo’us
fam

Mermaid Beach &
Soul, Surfers Paradise - NOW OPEN

Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner, Dessert
www.pancakesontherocks.com.au
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new age ILLUSION

Join us at the Gold Coast’s best Christmas party on Saturday 28 November 2015
Time:
Price:
Venue:

6.30pm - late
$139 per person
Royal Benowa Ballroom
Featuring 3 of Australia’s hottest live acts

Dress:
Includes:

Accommodation packages including breakfast from $190
per night for auto club members. For bookings please call
our Events Team on 07 5597 8420.

Cocktail/After 5 or splash of colour
3 course dinner with 5 hour beverage
package (including beer, wine, sparkling
& soft drinks)
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Food & Nutrition

Veg Out:

Expanding Kids’ Palates

Words by: Georgia Harding

ALMOST DAILY I’M ASKED HOW TO
GET KIDS TO EAT MORE VEGETABLES.
WHILST I HAVE LOTS OF STRATEGIES
TO DEAL WITH FOOD FUSSINESS IN
KIDS, I THOUGHT I’D SHARE MY TOP
TIPS FOR BROADENING THE VARIETY OF
VEGETABLES KIDS WILL WILLINGLY EAT.
About five years ago I met Lotte, aged four - a
pasta, bread and rice only kid; vegetables were
a strict no-go zone. She was often sick and her
mum asked for my help. I worked through some
strategies with her and after just a few months
Lotte gradually became more adventurous with
her eating. Just this weekend gone we met with
Lotte and her family for lunch at The Farm in
Byron Bay. Can you imagine my delight when
she ordered a Sri Lankan vegetable curry for her
lunch and ate every last bit of it. A far cry from
the Lotte I first met that’s for sure.
1. ONE FAMILY MEAL
So the first thing I told Lotte’s mum was to cook
one meal (she was cooking multiple to satisfy all
three kids’ tastes). This not only saved her lots
of time, but rekindled her enjoyment of cooking.
She could put a lot more effort into that one meal
to make it as tasty and enjoyable for everyone.
She all of a sudden looked forward to preparing a
meal at night instead of dreading it.
She was also feeding her kids first and then eating
later with her husband and this was a mistake.
Role modelling healthy eating is critical and an
absolute necessity if you want to change your
kids’ eating habits. Many studies have proven
that children who eat at a dinner table, with their
parents (and without interruption i.e. TV or any
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other distractions) are more willing to try new
foods and eat a more nutritious diet overall.

angry or disappointed. Smile and remind yourself
that they will come around eventually.

It is important that the meal you serve up has
lots of variety and that it is the only meal you
serve. You need to let your child know that they
will not be given an alternative meal or before
bed snack if they don’t eat what they are given.

Make vegetables tasty (with dressings and
sauces) and if they don’t like it one way, offer it
cooked or presented different ways. My kids hate
cooked zucchini (if they can see it), but will eat it
raw. They hate baked pumpkin, but love it pureed
in soup or a vegetable lasagne. If I’d have given
up on them liking these vegetables, I would never
have discovered their preference.

2. DISCUSS YOUR EXPECTATIONS AND ALWAYS
INCLUDE VEGETABLES IN RECOGNISABLE FORMS
Let your child know that you are going to be
serving lots of new vegetables each night and
that you would like them to try to eat them. How
you tackle this is up to you, but I think the ‘you
don’t have to eat it but you do have to try it’
approach is good. Or you could set up a reward
system to encourage them to try new vegetables
(a sticker chart is good). Whichever you chose,
you need to set a guideline and stick with it.
I recommend including vegetables you know they
like, but also others that they have rejected in the
past. If you decide to hide vegetables, it is also
critical to also present them in their whole forms
too. You can’t hide them forever!
It is really important to keep it positive and
remove emotion from whether or not they decide
to eat them. If they flatly refuse, gobble them
up yourself, happy that there’s more for you.
Whatever you do don’t let them know you are

3. PERSISTENCE, PATIENCE, ENCOURAGEMENT
AND PRAISE
Your kids won’t just love vegetables overnight
and they may even rebel or throw tantrums for
the first few weeks. If you stay calm and continue
to make small, gradual changes, they will come
around. It took me over a year of putting salad
leaves regularly on my kids’ plates before they
actually decided to eat them. Now they both
love leafy green vegetables and often argue over
seconds. If I had given up, they wouldn’t eat
the way they do now, so please be patient and
persist in teaching them to love the foods that
will set them up for a long, healthy life.
Encourage and praise them continually. Pay
attention to the positives and one day, they too
may choose a vegetable curry for lunch!

Nourishing Nachos

Food & Nutrition

NACHOS CAN FORM A REALLY HEALTHY DINNER THAT KIDS OFTEN
LOVE. THEY ARE ALSO A GREAT WAY TO HIDE VEGETABLES WHILST
INTRODUCING OBVIOUS VEGETABLES VIA THE SALSA TO KIDS.
HEALTH BENEFITS
The meat base is a great source of protein.
The kidney beans and vegetables contribute lots
of fibre and plant based nutrients. The avocado
is a fibre rich source of potassium and healthy
monounsaturated fat (amongst many other
things). It’s anti-inflammatory and supports heart,
brain and eye health.

• 1 red capsicum, diced
• Handful coriander leaves,
finely chopped
• Juice of one lime
• 1 tablespoon extra virgin
olive oil

INGREDIENTS
• Nacho sauce
• 1 onion, diced
• 1 clove garlic, chopped
• 500g beef, turkey or chicken mince
• 1-2 tablespoons medium Mexican Chilli Powder,
add gradually to taste (see tips below)
• 1 x 400g can red kidney beans, drained and
rinsed well
• 1 can diced tomatoes or about 4-5 large ripe
tomatoes diced
• 2 small or one large carrot, grated (optional)
• 1 small zucchini, grated (optional)
• Sea salt and pepper, to taste

Preheat the oven to 180ºC/350ºF.

NACHOS
• Plain corn chips (non-GMO/ organic), see
variations for alternatives
• 100g (1 firm packed cup) cheddar cheese,
grated
• 1 clove garlic, crushed
GUACAMOLE
• 2 ripe avocados, peeled and stone removed
• 1 small red onion, finely diced
• Sea salt and pepper, to taste
• Juice of one small lime (zest is optional)
• Handful coriander leaves, finely chopped
(optional)
• 2 tablespoons full-fat natural yogurt (optional)
CORN SALSA
• 1-2 cobs corn, peeled
• 2 vine-ripened tomatoes, seeds removed and
diced

METHOD
For the nacho sauce
1. In a tablespoon of melted coconut oil, ghee or
butter, sauté your onion and garlic for a minute
or two.
2. Add the mince and Mexican Chilli Powder
and sauté until the mince is just starting to
brown.
3. Now add the kidney beans, tomatoes, carrot
and zucchini and bring to a simmer for 20-30
minutes or until the sauce starts to thicken.
4. Taste as you go and adjust the amount of
spice mix and sea salt to suit your taste.
For the nachos
1. Whilst your sauce is simmering, place the corn
chips in a baking dish or oven-proof bowl and top
with the garlic and cheese.
2. Bake in the oven for 15 minutes or until the
cheese is melted and the corn chips are golden
brown.
Now make your guacamole
1. Mash or process all of your ingredients
together until well combined.
Finally, your corn salsa
1. I like to char the corn cob on the BBQ, but you
can quickly steam it if you prefer. Slice the kernels
off the cob and allow to cool.
2. Combine all of the salsa ingredients together
and mix well.

Words by: Georgia Harding
VARIATIONS
Grain-free. Substitute corn chips with potato
or sweet potato slices. Thinly slice your potato
or sweet potato, sprinkle with oregano and sea
salt, toss in a tablespoon of melted coconut oil,
ghee or butter and bake whilst you are preparing
your other toppings. I also love this served with
quinoa.
Dairy-free. Don’t use the cheese on the corn
chips (just bake as is) and omit the yoghurt from
the guacamole.
Vegetarian. Remove the meat and add an extra
can of tomatoes, diced mushrooms and red
capsicum.
SERVE
Buffet style with guacamole and corn salsa so the
kids can serve themselves.
I like to serve this with a salad of shredded
lettuce, grated carrot, sliced red capsicum
dressed with lime juice, extra virgin olive oil, sea
salt and pepper.
TIP
Ditch additive-laden Mexican kit seasonings and
stick with plain spice mixes (in the spice section
of the supermarket). You can generally choose
between a medium or hot Mexican Chilli powder
(the medium has very little heat). They are
cheaper and much healthier.
For more free, family friendly recipes and healthy
inspiration, visit www.wellnourished.com.au

CERT. NO. 11025
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IF YOU’RE LIKE US, YOU’D LOVE A LITTLE
GETAWAY TO RECHARGE AND REFUEL
BEFORE THE END OF YEAR BUZZ AND
RUSH. BUT, FOR ONE REASON OR
ANOTHER PERHAPS YOU DON’T HAVE
THE FREEDOM, AT THE MOMENT, TO
VENTURE OFF AND ESCAPE FROM YOUR
EVERYDAY.

Create
a cocoon

Solution: create your ideal getaway in
your home, a retreat to bring the idea of
relaxing and rejuvenating into your daily
life.
Here’s our tips for creating this special
space within your home.
Our number 1: Bring the outside in! We
are big fans of Mother Nature and her
amazing ability to nurture and heal.
Plants clean the air to create a healthier
home and are visually pleasing.
Choose a colour palette that you
love, love, love - we are favouring
monochrome black and white with a
touch of sparkle, natural textures and a
luscious abundance of greenery as our
colour crush.
Keep it clear and uncluttered. Create
a zen space where distractions are
removed and all that’s left to do is chill
out.

BYRON BAY
HANGING POD CHAIRS
www.byronbayhangingchairs.com.au

Choose inspirational artworks and
homewares … perhaps think of your ideal
holiday destination and use this as your
base and inspiration. Ours - Turkey and
Morocco!
Make it work in any space, big or small.
You don’t have to have a spare room just a corner will do fine and dandy.

MISTER PLANT GC
www.misterplant.com.au

We’ve selected our favourite pieces and
stores, from Brisbane to Byron, to help
you create your sanctuary AND we’ve
included a super simple, fun DIY too!
Enjoy your escape!
Love, Fox & Flower xx

Kerry & Carley
Fox & Flower
follow us
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MAISON & MAISON GC
www.maisonandmaison.com.au

Do it yourself
BRING NEW LIFE TO AN
OLD CUSHION BY ADDING
SPARKLE.
ALL YOU NEED:
• SEWING NEEDLE
• THREAD
• SEQUINS
• AN OLD CUSHION

1. REMOVE CUSHION INSERT.
2. CHOOSE EITHER A STRUCTURED OR
RANDOM ARRANGEMENT OF SEQUINS
DEPENDING ON THE PATTERN OF YOUR
CUSHION COVER.
3. HAND SEW TO YOUR HEART’S
CONTENT, ADDING AS LITTLE OR AS
MUCH SPARKLE AS YOU WISH.
4. VOILA … NEW SPARKLY LIFE TO YOUR
OLD FAVOURITE, READY TO ADD TO
YOUR RETREAT SPACE.
TIP – TO ADD TEXTURE, RATHER THAN
OR AS WELL AS SPARKLE, USE RIBBON OR
FABRIC STRIPS.
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Mamas
that Rock
THIS MONTH’S MAMA REALLY DOES COMMAND THE
SPOTLIGHT – PATRICE TIPOKI STARS AS FANTINE IN LES
MISERABLES, COMING TO QPAC NEXT MONTH! PATRICE IS
MUM TO LIBBY (ELISABETH) (6), AND ADDY (ADELAIDE) (3)
WITH HUSBAND RICHARD ARKINS.

Business
TELL US ABOUT YOUR CURRENT ROLE?
I play Fantine every night onstage in the musical Les Miserables and it’s
been a dream. Fantine is mother to Cosette and I get to sing the iconic
song “I Dreamed a Dream”. Fantine has a short and tragic life as she tries
to provide for her daughter in whatever way she can.

WHAT’S YOUR PERFORMING BACKGROUND?
I come from a musical family. My parents and grandparents are all
entertainers and my siblings and I grew up performing with them. I had
music lessons and trained at a tertiary level at WAAPA and have worked in
musicals and recording since. I’m lucky that I sometimes get to work with
my siblings on projects, like on Les Miserables; my older sister Laura is our
Assistant Musical Director so she conducts us a few times a week and is
involved in many aspects of the music side of the production. My little 11
year old brother Tama was also one of our little Gavroche’s (a young boy
character) when we performed in Perth and Sydney.

WHO WERE YOUR MENTORS ALONG THE WAY?
Well, my family were a big example to me. I was also exposed to so many
wonderful teachers and musicians who were great influences. There were
just too many to name. I also grew up watching movie musical classics and
learnt from the best including Barbara Streisand and Liza Minelli.

WHAT TIME DOES A TYPICAL DAY START FOR YOU?
I’m normally up by 7am having typically done a show the night before. I
will often wake my girls up so we can talk to their Daddy on the phone
before he starts work. He is a chiropractor on the Sunshine Coast and has
been commuting weekly since Les Mis started so he’s with us every Friday
to Tuesday, then working on the coast Tuesday to Friday.

WHO DOES THE COOKING AND CLEANING AT YOUR HOUSE?
I’m the domestic goddess in our house (haha!) although on the weekends,
my husband is wonderful at cooking and making sure the girls have clean
and ironed clothes for church on Sunday. Weekends are busy at Les Mis so
it’s perfect having him home with the girls then.

IF YOU HAVE 10 MINUTES TO YOURSELF, WHAT DO YOU DO?
Ten free minutes normally means I’ll sit and cuddle my girls before I have to
get busy again!
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Kids
WHAT DO YOU DO FOR CHILDCARE?
We have family or friends look after the girls if both my husband and I are
working. Life on the road has meant I’ve committed to teaching my eldest
school work from home until we’re in one place to send her to school. And
I did correspondence for half of my primary school years so I know it can
work well.

DO YOUR KIDS DO MANY EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES?
When we were on the Coast, my eldest was in swimming and piano
lessons and once we settle down we’ll start those up again. There’s always
adventures to be found wherever we are though!

WHAT DO YOU DO FOR FUN AS A FAMILY?
We love going to the beach, the movies, and having a night at home
together. We love food too so good Thai, Japanese or fish and chips makes
us happy.

Fun
WHAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE THING TO DO FOR DATE NIGHT WITH YOUR
PARTNER?
It takes a lot for my husband and I to go on a date without our girls as
we just don’t feel like we ever have enough time with them! Our favourite
times are when we’re together. We do get to go to some fun parties and
opening nights with my work. I just love getting home to the girls though,
they’re the best!

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
New service covering all of Gold Coast
WHAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE BRISBANE PLACE?
I love it up on the cliffs at Kangaroo Point. My husband and I were
married at the LDS temple there.

Girl stuff
WHERE DO YOU HEAD TO WHEN YOU GET TIME FOR A GIRLS’ NIGHT
OUT?
Girls’ nights out for me normally involve going to a girlfriend’s house
who also has kids and they can play together whilst we catch up. That is
when I’m not performing.

Helping children and their families face the
challenges of every day life.
HCWA service providers. Medicare and
health fund rebates may be available.
Call us on 07 5593 2506 for information and bookings

www.goldcoasttherapy.com.au

WHAT IS YOUR BEST BEAUTY TIP FOR MUMS?
Hmmmm, two top tips: Carry a water bottle everywhere to remind you to
stay hydrated. And involve your kids in your physical activity/exercise so
it can double as fitness/play time with them.

Tips
MUST-HAVE PARENTING TIP OR TOOL?
Prayer and patience.

HOW DO YOU STAY MOTIVATED?
I think you need to actively and regularly fill your cup so you’re prepared
to face the world/ children/ audience. Time out to read, meditate,
reflect and commune with others can uplift and inspire you to be the
best you can be so you can take care of those who need you. Being
a perfectionist, I’m always trying to do things better, smarter, more
efficiently and easier. So I enjoy learning from those around me to aid in
that process. Everyone has something to teach you, even if it’s what not
to do!

Les Mis hits Bris!
Les Miserables opens at the
Lyric Theatre, QPAC on
Tuesday 10 November for a
strictly limited season, with
shows Tuesday to Sunday until
27 December.
More: www.lesmis.com.au or
www.qpac.com.au
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PAN the movie
Interview: Keeley O’Connor

From Jo Wright, Director of Pride & Prejudice
and Atonement comes Pan – the prequel
to Peter Pan. Starring Hugh Jackman as
Blackbeard, local Brisbane boy Levi Miller as
Peter, Garret Hedlund as Hook and Rooney
Mara as Tiger Lilly this dazzling cast take us
on an epic adventure to Neverland and back in
time to when Peter discovers his magical talent.
From a bleak orphanage to the fantasy land of
Neverland, the scenery and adventure will not
disappoint as the whole family can share in
Peter’s discovery of his destiny to become our
beloved fairy tale character Peter Pan.
HAVEN’S EDITOR, KEELEY O’CONNOR CHATTED
TO HUGH JACKMAN. (IT’S A TOUGH JOB, BUT
SOMEONE’S GOTTA DO IT!)

The sets are spectacular and so creative, was
there a lot of studio work or outdoor scenes
during filming in England?
The sets were amazing and just huge. It’s
actually the largest studio in the world and you
can fit a Zeppelin Air Ship inside. It took me
fifteen minutes to find Jo [Director Jo Wright]
the day I arrived on set, it’s that big!

I love the scene when you address the miners
in Neverland; they are all singing Nirvana
and you step up on the edge of the ship to
address the workers. (I wish my office could
break out in song when I went to work each
day! Ha ha!)
Yes, that was insane. I took that moment in and
held onto it. There were hundreds of people
40
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singing and the boat was real, you know? You
could tilt it, move it and it had all the intricate
parts of a pirate ship.

Your costumes were amazing, how long did it
take you to get into character for each day of
filming?

Jo Wright comes from a theatrical background
so that is very evident throughout the movie.

The costume was actually quick to get into, we
had to tie the corsets and I had help, so about
fifteen to twenty minutes. Makeup would then
take another fifteen to twenty minutes.

You rocked the character Blackbeard; do
you spend hours practicing those snarls and
facial expressions to nail it during filming?
I figured he was a guy who loved being a show
pony. I would recite Winston Churchill every day
and sing Nirvana. Blackbeard loved the sound of
his own voice.

Before filming we spent three weeks doing
improv and rehearsing to find our characters
and get to know each other. We had this big box
of costumes and we would all play dress up, get
into costume and get frightening, sing, interview
each other in pirate voices and have a laugh.

PHOTOGRAPHER: RANKIN
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You starred alongside a local Brisbane boy,
Levi Miller in his first feature film – did you
offer advice to this young star?
Levi is just born with this natural ability to carry
a film. He is amazing and was given so many
challenges during filming that experienced
actors would struggle with. He used a cockney
accent, and nailed the role.
When I first met him, he was playing footy on
set and said, “Hello, Mr Jackman”. I stopped
him there as I said, “The only Mr Jackman is my
father, so call me Hugh”. I told him to imagine I
was like any other kid in the schoolyard and we
were going to play. I reminded him to have fun,
which is the most important thing at the end of
the day.

Would you have any general advice for
aspiring actors in Australia?
Not to worry about becoming famous or being
a star. Take classes, and just do it! Get involved
in amateur productions and keep practicing the
art. I was 22 before I started acting.

Congratulations on your upcoming show
Broadway to Oz. You say it’s a show all about
you. If you weren’t able to play yourself,
who would you choose to star as you?

Thank you! I would have to choose someone
more talented and better looking. I’m sure Deb
would say Brad Pitt but I would have to say
Robert Downey Junior.

would coordinate kids, school pick up etc. I
think I won by dropping your name! How do
you work the balance in your house or do you
and Deb drop names until someone gives?

Or how about Channing Tatum, he can dance! Or
even Justin Timberlake – I would like to audition
them all.

Deb is an actor too and has done lots of films in
her career. A day with the kids is hard work and
she knows exactly what goes on during filming:
we get fed, we are in our trailers with long waits
so you can guess who has a harder day at work.

Today my husband and I were debating over
whose jobs were more important and how we

SKIN HEALTH
• New York Facial • Microdermabrasion
• Transdermabrasion • Acne Peel
• Hydration Peel • Pigmentation Peel
• Anti-Ageing Peel • Dermapen Skin Needling
ANTI-WRINKLE CENTRE
• Injectable Fillers • Wrinkle Treatments
• Platelet Rich Plasma (PRP) • Lip Lines
• Lip Enhancement • Fine Lines • Frown Lines
• Smile Lines • Bunny Scrunch • Marionettes
• Brow Lift • Brow Flare • Gummy Smile
• Temples • Chin Dimples

Anti-Wrinkle
Treatments
FROM

$4.75 p/u
Plus skin peel

LASER CENTRE
• Laser Hair Removal • Veins • Pigmentation
• Rosacea • Acne • Birthmarks • Tattoo Removal
• Large Pores • Scarring • Photorevelation
• Skintyte • ProFractional Resurfacing • Emerge
• Vasculyse • Focus Array

More: www.panmovie.com

BODY HEALTH
• Hyperbaric Oxygen Chamber
• Aromatherapy Massage
• Healing Hot Stone Massage
• Mummy-To-Be Massage
• Exfoliation & Salt Glow
BEAUTY SERVICES
• Waxing • Tinting • Deluxe Manicure
• Deluxe Pedicure • Spray Tan
• Exfoliate & Tan
• SkinCeuticals • PrioriMD

DR DILIP GAHANKARI
M.Ch., F.R.C.S (Edin), F.R.A.C.S (Plast)

Dr. Dilip’s commitment is to provide outstanding
care to his patients with assurance of safety and
quality in all aspects of their Plastic Surgery
management. It is with this sincere philosophy
that he performs every procedure.

Pindara Specialist Suites, Level 3, Suite 305, 29 Carrara St, Benowa | P: 55 39 46 11 | www.iplasticsurgeon.com.au

for a limited time only!
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Bring On Baby!
I WANT TO GET THIS BABY OUT – CAN YOU
BRING ON LABOUR NATURALLY?

Most women come to a point along their
pregnancy journey where they want their
baby born. These feelings arise for lots of
different reasons including physical discomfort,
anxiety about what is before them and pure
anticipation to see their newborn. It is important
to recognise that labour is triggered by a range
of complex factors including those impacted by
baby and those impacted by mother. Babies,
generally, come when they are ready – which
is often well and truly after mothers-to-be are
ready for them to come.
A couple of facts to note: Women having their
first baby are statistically more likely to go over
their ‘due’ date by five days. And a normal
pregnancy lasts between 38 weeks and 42
weeks – which means that being two weeks
past your due date may still be quite normal.
Obviously there are reasons why women need
to have a baby sooner than that, and most care
providers start to think about why the baby isn’t
coming and discussing ‘what next’ by about 10
days past the due date but really, until then,
most women who are well and healthy can relax
and let nature take its course.

Words: Liz Wilkes

Impatience, or the threat of induction, does
however play a part in the decisions women
make. There are several ideas that are often
bounced around as ways to bring labour on:
Driving on a rough road/going over bumpy
surfaces/bouncing on a trampoline. Whilst
somewhat of an old wives’ tale there are
physical reasons why this is suggested. The
pressure of the baby on the mother’s cervix is
one of the factors that contribute to readiness
for labour. Unfortunately crude methods like
those listed above are unlikely to work. It is
more probable that optimal fetal positioning
will assist the baby to line up and have its head
against the cervix to do this work. Talk to a
midwife or search online for strategies to help.
Sex. Again, somewhat of an old wives’ tale but
this time with a few physiological elements. The
hormones that are present in labour such as
oxytocin are also present as the ‘love’ hormone
– they are heightened in lovemaking and in
any pleasurable periods. Added to this is the
presence of a hormone called prostaglandin
which ripens the cervix and is present in semen
and you have a potential for some impact on
getting labour started (often news that pregnant
women are not too excited to hear).

AWARD-WINNING ROBINA &
KINGSCLIFF STUDIOS

ART CLASSES
5-15YR OLDS
AFTER SCHOOL ART EXTENSION CLASSES.
STRUCTURED CLASSES IN ROBINA & KINGSCLIFF.

Join the Gold Coast’s newest &
largest art space and help your child
to discover the artist within.
www.goldcoastartclasses.com
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Hot curry/castor oil. Again an old wives’
tale, but some physical elements are possible.
Women were often given an enema or a process
to clear their bowels years ago with a view to
assisting in progress of labour and prevention
of a bowel motion in labour. This has long been
found to be an unnecessary process. There is
a school of thought that says that potentially
the contractility of the bowel may set off
contractions of the uterus. It is pretty sketchy
but – sometimes - it does.
The message in all this is that sometimes
women will give anything a go. And I think it is
really important to consider that the baby will,
in most circumstances, take the driver’s seat
and that is the beginning of the baby running
the show for some time.
More: www.mymidwives.com.au

FAT chance!
FATS : WHY IS THIS FOOD GROUP SO
CONFUSED AND MALIGNED ?
PERHAPS BECAUSE MANY SOURCES
CONTRIBUTE TO THE NAME ‘FATS’ AND
NOT ALL FATS ARE THE SAME.

Terms like cholesterol, oils, saturated fats,
trans-saturated (hydrogenated) fats, lipids,
polyunsaturated fats, monounsaturated fats etc
all refer to ‘fats’. Oh, how confusing!!
Fats are an essential part of our diet. However,
not all fats are the same.
The so called ‘bad’ fats consist largely of two
groups:
1. The vegetable or seed oils, such as the
polyunsaturated, omega 6 oils - sunflower,
safflower, canola (mainly from rapeseed),
soybean, cottonseed , palm oil, soybean oil.
2. The trans-saturated (or hydrogenated)
fats, so called because they are the result
of chemically treated i.e. industrialised
vegetable oils. These are found in
margarines, processed and packaged foods
and fast foods. These fats have been shown
to raise the LDL (bad) cholesterol, contribute
to heart disease, obesity, cancer growth and
inflammatory conditions, i.e. many of the age

Family health
Words: Dr Jolanta Paszkiewicz
related diseases. These fats are attractive to
the food industry because they extend the
shelf life and flavour stability of packaged
and processed foods. They are cheaper than
the natural solid fats and liquid oils.
Saturated fats are an entirely different group
of fats to the trans fats. The saturated fats are
in fact the ‘good’ fats. These are the animal
fats (preferably from those that are grass fed)
such as meats, eggs, cheese, dairy (not the
low fat type), butter, fish, avocadoes, olive oil
and coconut oil. These fats are stable at high
temperatures.
We do not make these fats in our body, they
are essential to our health and so we need
to get them from our diet. Why are they
good fats? Well, they are another fuel for our
energy production. This fuel is slower burning
than sugar and therefore keeps our motor
running for a lot longer, keeps us satisfied and
decreases hunger.
Good fats do not stimulate insulin production
like excess carbohydrates do and so do not
cause obesity. Aside from being a good
fuel, they provide the body with many other
benefits:
• They are a source of Vitamins A, D and E and
the HDL(good) cholesterol

• About 70% of our brain is fat and in fact it
appears that our brain’s support cells churn
out their own cholesterol, needed for memory
and learning
• Fats have an anti-inflammatory effect
• Good fats do not make us fat! If we eat too
much of the saturated (good fats) the body
excretes any excess from the gut, unlike with
excess carbohydrates or protein.
So, in conclusion, trans-saturated fats and
saturated fats are very different groups of
fats with very different and opposing health
consequences. Do not be afraid of the good
saturated fats. They do not make you fat.
Let’s get back to grandma’s cooking!
More: www.medsan.com.au

Holistic Medical Doctors • Naturopaths • Homeopath • Osteopath • Acupuncture • Chiropractor

We can help stop the
sneezy weezy runny noses

The Medical Sanctuary brings together a unique
combination of practitioners and modalities to ensure
your family receives a truly natural holistic treatment.
Our practitioners understand children’s health
because they too have young families.

150 Ashmore Road, Benowa

Book Today, you will feel better for it

www.medsan.com.au

5564 5013
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This is me …

HAVEN UNCOVERS THE PERSON BEHIND THE “MUM” TAG. SOMETIMES IT’S HARD TO REMEMBER
WHO YOU WERE BC (BEFORE CHILDREN) AND WITH LESS TIME FOR YOU NOW THAT YOU HAVE A
FAMILY IN TOW, RECONNECT WITH US.
This month we meet Gillian Grove, artist and
teacher at Artable, and mum to Kirra (14),
Lachlan (16) and Ashlee (18).
www.artable.com.au
Tell us a little about your role:
I run two art studios (in Kingscliff and Robina)
offering children’s and adult’s art classes,
school holiday and weekend art workshops
and art painting holidays in France and the
USA. I coordinate a bunch of mind-blowing
creatives who all share their amazing art skills
and passion with both children and adults. We
all fully believe that everyone can learn to draw
and paint with the right teaching and the right
tools and believe that being a little creative
each day brings you a lot more happiness in
life!
How did you turn a love of drawing into a
successful career and business?
Art has always been my hobby. I had never
really considered creating a career around it.
I started with a couple of after school classes
with my daughter’s friends that became
very popular and a waiting list formed to get

into them. I moved the classes to their own
premises, gathering other local artists to teach
adult’s classes. After we moved we exploded
and I could barely keep up. A few years ago I
found an incredibly luxurious converted farm
house in France to take groups to and this year
I opened Robina Artable which was received
with the same enthusiasm as our first Kingscliff
studio.
What is your favourite dinner? (And cooking
doesn’t have to be up to you!)
Anything home cooked. We put in a wood-fired
oven a couple of years ago and there is nothing
like a slow Sunday afternoon getting the fire
warm, picking the vegies from the garden,
putting the dough in the bread maker and
enjoying home-made pizzas.
You’ve got a day to yourself – how do you
spend it?
A morning surf followed by a coffee at Choux
Box in Kingscliff or The Paddock in Miami. I have
a passion for plein-air (painting outdoors from
life) so I will grab any opportunity to follow
the right lighting and set up my easel in a field
somewhere.

Last time you read a personal development
article? What was it about?
I just finished reading Oprah’s book ‘What I
Know for Sure’. There are many parts of the
book that resonate with me but there are some
powerful points like “Define your own life, don’t
let others write your script,” or “If you make a
choice that goes against what everyone else
thinks, the world will not fall apart.” I’ve learnt
how important it is to follow your gut instincts
and to help others to follow their own too.
What’s your favourite way to get the
endorphins pumping?
I prefer to be out in nature where I can. I
surf a couple of mornings a week and do the
occasional mountain bike ride when I get the
time.
Most played song on your playlist?
The St Germain Boulevard album is an oldie but
a goodie and I never get sick of it.

CIRCUS W AERIAL ARTS
ACROBATICS W DANCE

Boys & Girls from 2 yrs
Circus fun & trapeze
all under the one roof!
Birthday party packages
Adult aerial fitness
classes (For mums & dads)

Ask abou

t our FREE trial

Burleigh Heads
p: 5522 0702
e: academy@aerialangels.com.au

PREGNANT?
Experience the new option in care.
Pregnancy, labour, birth in hospital and 6 weeks
of post birth care with your own midwife.

www.aerialangels.com.au

Call 31185240 or visit our Paddington Clinic
for a bulk billed information appointment
www.mymidwives.com.au
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Birth Choices

FROM THE MINUTE YOU DECIDE TO START A FAMILY, YOUR LIFE IS FILLED WITH
CHOICES – FROM THE FUN STUFF (BABY NAMES, NURSERY DECOR, TEENY TINY
WARDROBES) TO THE MORE SERIOUS (PARENTING STYLES, BIRTH PLANS, EVEN SCHOOL
SELECTIONS).
One of the most important – and often
overlooked – choices is where to have your
baby. With so many birth support options
available, from a traditional hospital to home
birthing to doulas and midwife care, it can be
confusing to determine the best approach for
you and your family.
Karen Langford, Nurse Unit Manager at Gold
Coast Private Maternity, shares her top three
tips to consider when choosing where to have
your baby:

1. CONTINUITY OF CARE
Building a relationship with your carers is
important. Research shows mothers who have
the same primary caregiver through pregnancy,
birth and into motherhood are more satisfied
and have better outcomes. Mothers should
look for a facility that promotes continuity of
care, ensuring their obstetrician is part of the
antenatal period, birth and postnatal follow ups,
rather than only appearing during birth or at
crisis points.

2. INDIVIDUALISED CARE
It is important to find a facility that will support
your decisions and work with you to understand
your goals. Communication is key, so make sure
you find a team that you feel comfortable with
so you can share your expectations and wishes
knowing they will support you through the
process to ensure your journey is a positive one.

3. FACILITIES
A special care nursery is a must. While every
mother hopes she will never need it, having
the peace of mind that your baby can be cared
for in the event of unforeseen circumstances
or an early delivery is important. Gold Coast
Private Maternity has nine special care cots for
premature babies 32 weeks and over, a team of
skilled staff and paediatric support. Mothers are
given the opportunity to be with their baby 24
hours a day and are assisted with skin to skin
contact, breastfeeding and expressing.
Birthing suites may also be important for
expectant mothers. Look for somewhere that

provides different resources that can be used
during childbirth including water Immersion,
mats and birth balls as well as state-of-the-art
technology like Gold Coast Private’s K2 foetal
monitoring systems.
Having a support person and family with you
can greatly enhance your experience, so finding
somewhere that has facilities to make your
visitors feel comfortable and allows your partner
to sleep overnight is recommended. Above all, it
must be somewhere that you feel comfortable,
supported and safe.
More: www.allamandaprivatehospital.com.au
For more maternity tips from Nurse Unit Manager
Karen Langford, check out haven’s e-hub this
month. Register now for your weekly dose of haven
news, tips, What’s On, competitions and more at
www.havenmagazine.com.au
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The Cycle of Life

ACUPUNCTURE AND TRADITIONAL CHINESE MEDICINE ARE GROWING IN ACCEPTANCE
AS SUCCESSFUL TREATMENTS FOR INFERTILITY, PREGNANCY AND BEYOND. THE CYCLE
OF LIFE AT ROBINA ON THE GOLD COAST SPECIALISES IN PRE- AND POST-NATAL AND
PAEDIATRIC ACUPUNCTURE.

We got right to the ‘point’ with Head
Practitioner and Owner, Samantha Harris, who
says, “Pregnancy is an exciting time that should
be enjoyed and worry free. Acupuncture is a
safe and gentle way that can effectively treat
any complaints that may arise. This is fortunate
as many western medications are not to be
taken during pregnancy. In the last trimester,
acupuncture can prepare you for a positive,
natural and calm birth experience and a reduced
labour time. This in turn reduces the need for
pain relief, inductions, epidurals and cesareans.”
Got ‘prickly’ questions about acupuncture and
fertility? We got answers! Read on for more from
Samantha:

HOW CAN ACUPUNCTURE HELP COUPLES
SUFFERING FROM INFERTILITY? Fertility
acupuncture can help the body to overcome
underlying imbalances that may keep a couple
from conceiving. Acupuncture also improves
egg quality, healthy reproductive circulation, a

healthy uterine lining, hormonal and menstrual
balance, sperm health, shape, count and
numbers and can help to manage the stress
involved.

HOW CAN ACUPUNCTURE HELP
THROUGHOUT THE PREGNANCY JOURNEY?
Acupuncture is a safe and effective therapy
from the first trimester till delivery ‘time’. During
the first trimester, especially the first weeks,
acupuncture can assist to prevent miscarriage by
promoting a healthier environment in the uterus
for the embryo as well as assuring the mother
is in the best health state. During pregnancy,
acupuncture can help treat nausea, back pain,
fluid retention, overdue labor and can assist
new mums with recovering from birth.

WHAT ABOUT COUPLES USING IVF? IS
ACUPUNCTURE RECOMMENDED TO SUPPORT
WESTERN FERTILITY TREATMENTS? Traditional
Chinese medicine has a long history with
helping couples conceive. But it was the clinical

acupuncture trials that were done assisting with
IVF that really made the world sit up and take
another look at this ancient medicine. In 2001
it was published in the British Medical Journal,
one of the most prestigious industry journals
in the world, that acupuncture performed
directly before and directly after embryo
transfer increased the chances of pregnancy by
30 – 60%. We use the latest evidenced based
treatment protocols and strategies and work
with many of the doctors and clinics on the
coast.

DO YOU TREAT OTHER CONDITIONS BESIDES
FERTILITY AT THE CYCLE OF LIFE? 98% of our
clientele visit The Cycle of Life for fertility, IVF
support and pregnancy treatment. The clinic
practitioners are fertility acupuncture specialists.
While we mainly treat within this field we are
happy to receive referrals from our clients when
family members or friends have other ailments.
More: www.thecycleoflife.com.au

BIG NEWS
FROM HAVEN HQ

love your
bikini line
this summer
Get rid of those pesky hairs,
HORRIBLE shaving rashes,
ingrown hairs & excruciating waxing
experiences with IPL permanent
hair reduction.

Samantha Keim RN 0404 091 494
For appointments call
Burleigh Heads Medical Centre on 07 5535 1844.

sam@skinmatters.net.au • www.skinmatters.net.au
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WE ARE NOW ROCKING ONE BUMPER EDITION COVERING
BRISBANE, GOLD COAST SOUTH TO BYRON BAY. TELL
YOUR STORY, PROMOTE YOUR BUSINESS AND DOUBLE
YOUR REACH! AT NO ADDITIONAL COST!
30,000 COPIES / 1000 LOCATIONS / 11 ISSUES PER YEAR
PLUS DIGITAL ADVERTISING OPTIONS, EDITORIAL AND
SOCIAL MEDIA SUPPORT

classifieds

JOIN THE NO. 1 MUMS AND BUBS
BOOTCAMP ON THE NORTHERN
GOLD COAST!
Suitable for all fitness levels.
Free child minding available.
SPRING SPECIAL: Book in for a one
week free trial, mention haven mag
and receive another week free!
P: 0422 189 345
www.yummymummyfitness.com.au

Our personalised Cubbies are lovingly
embroidered to your specifications, for
amazing personalised gifts for babies,
children, teens, tweenies, adults...
We embroider your personalised message
directly onto the belly of the toy, for a
totally unique and memorable keepsake.
p: 0411 214 302
www.threadkartel.com.au

For some of us falling pregnant isn’t as
easy as we would hope. Up to 1 in 6
couples worldwide struggle conceiving in
the first twelve months of trying.
Dr Andrew Davidson can assist you to
conceive with a holistic approach to
nurturing your fertility.
P: 5667 7711
reception@nurturingyourfertility.com.au
www.nurturingyourfertility.com.au

Little Miss Marie is a childrens boutique in the
Gold Coast Hinterland that stocks unique, organic
clothing that is fun and stylish, from newborn to
12 years. Eco friendly toys that are fun, safe and
educational. You'll find the perfects gifts for a new
baby or birthdays.
Use code HAVEN for 10% off instore & online.
p. 0475 777 127
www.littlemissmarie.com.au
littlemissmarie14

little.miss.marie

Organic, chemical free beauty does
exist at Earth and Skin. Specialising
in organic facials, spray tans, bio
sculpture gel nails, threading and
sugaring. Because beauty doesn't have
to compromise your health.
1/11 Sunshine Parade, Miami
P: 0414 727 319
www.earthandskin.com.au
ofearthandskin
earthandskin

Fertility & Pregnancy
Acupuncture

Share what's new, where to shop,
places to play or things to do!
A perfect spot to share a few words
with our readers.
Speak to one of our team today!
Prices starting at $150+GST
advertising@havenmagazine.com.au

The Cycle of Life is a
unique acupuncture
fertility clinic which
provides natural fertility
treatments to couples
trying to conceive naturally, undergoing
IVF or other assisted conception treatments.
The clinic is operated by female practitioners
who specialise only in fertility and pregnancy
care acupuncture.
Robina P: 07 5689 1777
www.thecycleoflife.com.au
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IN BRISBANE AND
GOLD COAST TAXIS NOW

ACCELERATE YOUR BRAND
WITH INTERACTIVE TAXI MEDIA
PUT YOUR BRAND IN POLE POSITION WITH FARE MEDIA’S
UNIQUE IN-TAXI DIGITAL TOUCH SCREENS INTEGRATED
INTO THE PASSENGER-SIDE HEAD REST OF LOCAL TAXI FLEETS.
COMMAND immediate attention with your choice of 15 or 30 second
TVCs, or interactive formats including apps, games, surveys and more! Be
a part of the next revolution in digital marketing!
TARGET over 630,000 passengers per month. Detailed analytics and
reporting for all advertising. Know how effective your campaign was
instantly and easily calculate your ROI.

11
min

AVERAGE TRIP DURATION*

24/7
EXPOSURE

400
SCREENS ACROSS BRISBANE
AND THE GOLD COAST

630K
PEOPLE SEEING YOUR
ADVERTISING EVERY MONTH

11
YEARS’ INTERNATIONAL
SUCCESS
*Brisbane & Gold Coast
*Taxi Council QLD Figures

START YOUR
ENGINES
AND DRIVE YOUR BUSINESS
FURTHER WITH OUR UNIQUE
DIGITAL MEDIA OPPORTUNITIES.
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TALK TO US ABOUT
REVVING UP YOUR
MARKETING PLANS.
luke@faremedia.com.au
0430 585 569

